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Abstract

This study investigates the patterns of language use amang a selected group ofChînese students

in a Chïnese Heritage Language school in urban MontreaL Quebec. Observation and interview are

used as tools for the inquiry. Language socialization and socia! identity theories provide a

ftamework for the data interpretation. Classroom interactions are examined in terms ofthe

patterns oflanguage use betWeen teachers and students, students ta teachers, and students to

students. The emergent findings in the study suggest that teachers use mainly Chïnese when

addressing students and students use mainly Chînese when addressing their teachers. However,

the patterns change when students are addressing each other. French and English are preferred in

their peer to peer social interactions. As 'Chïnese language' is a broad terIll, covering severa!

different regionaiects and dialects, it is taken into consideration that the students' home language

may be very different from the standard language,Man~ which is taught at the school. In

addition, the age ofarrivaI to Canada, the desire for peer recognition and identification with the

mainstream culture, and the forces of socialization as factors which affect the children's language

use and their maintenance oftheir mother tongue are examined. FinaIly, the concept ofspeech

community, a sociolinguistic concept, is applied ta the discussion ofhow the patterns ofthose

Chînese children's language use are shaped and MaY be interpreted.
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Résumé

Cette étude examine les modèles linguistiques employés par un groupe d'étudiants chinois dans

une école de langue chinoise dans la région du centre urbain de Montréal au Québec. Les outils

d'enquêtes utilisés sont l'observation et des entrevues. La socialisation par le langage et

1~ identité sociale fournissent un cadre d'interprétation à l'information recueillie. Les échanges

entre étudiants et professeurs et étudiants entre eux sont étudiés aux fins d~une analyse des

modèles linguistiques utilisés. Les résultats qui se dégagent de cette analyse suggèrent que les

professeurs s'adressent aux étudiants principalement en chinois et que ces derniers aussi se

servent de cette langue quand ils s'adressent aux professeurs. Toutefois, cette pratique change

quand les étudiants se parlent entre eux. Ds préfèrent alors avoir recours au français ou à

l'anglais pour communiquer avec leurs pairs. Comme <de chinois» regroupe plusieurs dialectes

et parlers régionaux (regionaIectes), on a pris en considération que le langage dont se sert

l'étudiant dans son milieu familial pourrait être différent du langage standard, le mandarin, qui

est la langue d'apprentissage à l'école. De plus, l'âge de leur arrivée au Canada, la volonté

d'appartenance et d'intégration aux autres groupes d'enfants et à la culture prédominante ainsi

que les forces de socialisation sont des facteurs qui influencent l'utilisation que ces enfants font

de leur langue maternelle. En conclusion, la notion de communauté 6nguistique, incluse dans

cette discussion, fournit une optique sociolinguistique et explique comment les modèles

linguistiques adoptés par ces enfants sont fonnés et peuvent être interprétés.

ü
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Chapter 1

Introduction

R~#~m.~~M,W~ffH$~xM~6~m~a R"~~.~§g~
JlJJ.!Ji~itEliftf!.l!ffJtfil!/Ri. ..If;Jili~ jif1f, flJ~11lBJ1fJ~!If/IliffaMtEtE~
~nJ1fJHTR*o~n~,ff~ffi5m~~,Œ~m~x~$*,~~Ha
il Ta
Some times it's hard to speak Chinese, because there are many words 1don't IeIlOW

in Chinese. Eveil when ta/king ta my Mom and Dad, 1have ta use some French
sometimes.../ filee ta read French books, it's more re/ated to the /dnd ofthings 1hear
and do in schoo/ and with myfriends. Ifthere is something veryjunny, Iilce, JOU
can't say il in Chinese, then ;l's notjunny anymore....

(GengL~ 13y~ a studen1 in the Zhonguo Chinese schooL Montreal).

This quotatian is an excerpt from my personal interview in Chinese with Geng L~ one ofthe

Chïnese cbildren attending the Zhonguo Chinese school in urban Montreal. Quebec, a Chînese

'Saturday school' in a unilingual French province. She is one ofthe many children l observed and

interviewed, who seem to express themselves better in French or English than in their Chînese

mother tangue. Their preference for using their second or third language suggests or confirms that

children's language acquisition cannot he isolated from the complex cultural, social, and linguistic

environments in which children grow up, live and use language.

Background for my study

'Cbinese language' is a very broad term. Different provinces ofChina have their different

languages, often referred to as regionalects as illustrated in Table 1: Chïnese regionalects. These

regionalects are not mutually comprehensible. They are very different in terms ofpronunciation.,

l
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vocabulary, usage and to some extent also with regard to grammar. Each regionalect can be

subdivided into severa! dialects tbat are mutually understandable.

Table 1: Chinese RegiolUllects

Linguistic Division Speakers

Northem (Putonghu~ Mandarin) 715 million (71. 5~1Q)

Jiangsu-Zhejiang (Wu) 85 million (8.5%)

Cantonese (Yue) 50 million (5.OOAl)

Hunan (Xiang) 48 million (4.8%)

Hakka 37 million (3.70Al)

Southem Min 28 million (2.8%)

Jiangxi (Gan) 24 million (2.4%)

Northem Min 13 million (1.3%)

Table 2: 'Chïnese' in its Linguistic Contexts shows the three unrelated language families, the

related languages or language families, the mutually unintelligible regionalects, and the mutually

intelligible dialects. Based partially on my own experience from growing up in China and

attending primary school in Shanxi province and secondary school in Beijing, and partially on the

comprehensive review by DeFrancis in bis book 'The Chînese Language' (1986), the term

'Chinese language' can best be detined as follows: The Sîna-Tibetan group ofrelated languages

contains Chïnese, Tibetan, Tai and others. The Chînese famiIy oflanguages bas severa! mutually

unintelligible regionalects, MOst important (i.e., spoken by MOst native speakers) are Putongbua

or Mandarin (Beijing), Wu (Shanghai), and Vue or Cantonese (Guangzhou and Hong Kong). Less

important (i.e., spoken by less than 5% ofthe population) are Hunan (Xiang), Hakka, Southem

2
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Min, Iiangxi (Gan) and Northem Min. Each ofthe regionalects bas severa! mutually intelligible

dialect~ e.g. Mandarin bas Beijing dialect and Tianjing dialect.

Table 2: 'Cldnese' in its Linguistic Contexts

lTNRELATED L~QUAGE RELATED [.A1'lQUAGES OR MLïUALLY MUIUALLY INTEWO[BLE
FAMILlES lA"'I(OUAGE L1I.Thï'ELUGIBLE DIALECTS

F..\.\fILIES REGIONALECTS

BEUING
PLïONOHt:A (~{.~'-O..uuN) S~'iJING

OTIŒRS

Wl.: SH.~GHAI

Sl'ZHOU
OTHERS

YL"E CA.'lTON
TAlSHA'l
OTHERS

XIA.'lO CH.~'iOSHA
CHlNESE SHUA.'éOFENG

OlllERS

H.-\KK.A MEISHA.~
SlNo-TIBETA.1IJ Wù1fUA

OTHERS

GA~"i :\A.~CHA."O

lIAYU
OTHERS

SOUI"HER.'l MIN AMOY
TAIWAN
onŒRS

SORTHER.'i ~IIN FUZHOU
SHOUNING
OTHERS

TIBET~'l

TAI
011ŒRS

IlpIDcsc
Kcrean

Altaic Mon80lian
Uigbur
Odlcrs

Khmer
Mon-Khmer Vietnamese

Othc:rs

3



• In oral language, there is much variation in language use within China. However, there bas been a

single method for writing Chinese, and a common literary and cultural history. A socio-linguistic

tradition has emerged that refers ta the eight main varieties ofspeech in China as 'dialects'. These

dialects are in faet as different from each other (mainly in pronunciation and vocabulary) as

Danish or Dutch is from German or English. The 'dialects' ofthe south-east are linguistically the

furthest apart. The mutual unintelligibility ofthe varieties is the main ground for sorne linguists to

refer to them as separate 1anguages'. Each variety consists ofa large number ofdialects. Many of

these may themselves be referred to as 'languages' - they are all ruled govemed systems but not

necessarily mutually intelligible. For example, a person trom north China would not understand a

person from Shanghai and he in tum would not understand a native speaker ofCantonese.

However, a person from Hong Kong would he able to understand people from Guangzhou, at

• least ifthey speak clearly.

The following examples demonstrate how different it is to say 'She is from

Shanghai' in three major regionalects, Mandarin.. Wu, and Cantonese, although in writing ther:

would he no difference at ail: j&~L 7ftA. 0

[toiIII JAfjooIl JaN]
Ta shi shanghai ren (Mand~ Beijing dialect)
IShe Jto belShangbai/persoDl

[II 1J/~z/NIN]

Yi zi sangei nin (Wu, dialect from Yang-zi river area)
lShe'to belShangbailpersool

•
[)IUi/ flDj/ ~Jl.HOJ/ IN]
Kui haoi xionghaoi yin (Cantonese, dialeet from Guangzhou)
lSheIto belShanghai/personl

4
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In Mandarin 'ta' meaning 'she' is pronounced [tal, whereas Wu 'yi' is pronounced [1] and

Cantonese 'kui' is pronounced [)lUi]. The three words 'ta', 'yi' and bit are aIl written with the

same charaeter~ they aIl mean 'she', but theyare, ofcourse, three different words.

Leaming 'Chinese' in a general sense means to learn Mandarin or, as it is calted in

Chin~ Putonghua which simply means 'the common language'. Mandarin was ehosen as a

standard ianguage for the whole ofChina and widely promulgated under the name Putonghua

after the establishment of the People's Republic ofChîna (mainland China) in 1949. In Taiwan, it

is called 'gouyu' or 'national speech'; in the West., it is generally referred to as 'Mandarin'. It

embodies the pronuneiation ofthe Beijing diale~ the grammar of the Mandarin dialects and the

vocabulary ofcolloquial Chînese literature. In 1956, it became the medium of instruction in alI

schools. Mandarin is the official language used by the govemment in MainIand China, Taiwan,

and Singapore. Mandarin is aIso one ofthe six authorised languages ofthe United Nations (the

other five being English, Frene~ Spanis~ Russian and Arabie). AIthough spoken Chïnese

language is quite varied from one region to another, the written fonn is not. Nevertheless,

learning Chïnese is quite different fram leaming Romance, Germanie or Slavonie languages sueh

as French, Danish and Russian. As Chînese writing is based on pictogrammes, the written

language does not provide the leamer with more than very little phonetic information. Many

Chînese speakers and teaehers believe that ail characters must he leamed by heart. It requires

extensive memorization and drudgery ta build Iîteracy. The 'teach words' approach 10 learning

Chînese bas a long history and influences present teaching praetices in sehools in China and in

Chînese heritage language schools in countries like Canada

For many ebildren from the Zhonguo schoo~ learning Mandarin can he similar to

learning another foreign language. Thus, 1observed that it is not always enjoyable for ebildren to

5
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go to Chïnese school on Saturdays, especially when this school for sorne children is synonymous

with many tests and huge amounts ofhomework. In addition. they have to sacrifice every

Saturday to go to the school while their public school peers cu enjoy a full weekend and even

play soccer or basebalL go swimmin~ and 50 on. However'l not all children feel the same way

towards attending this Saturday school. Four ofmy interviewees did tind it enjoyable ta go to the

Zhonguo schooI'I because - from Lieir perspective - it would be boring for them te stay alone at

home. In the school they can at least meet sorne ftiends. As Ma Yaa-Yao, 13 years, states: nI /ike

coming here on Saturdays, 'cause 1can see myfriends here and we go to the drawing fessons

together. That'sfunn. This comment indicates or highlights that children perceive school as a

social experience.

There are'l however'l conflicts between the Chînese homes and the mainstream

cultures in many respects'l from table manners to religion. Often these conflicts have a negative

effect on the maintenance ofthe children's mother tongue. A cultural mismatch between home

and the public schooL especially when the children's cultural background is rejected by the school

as irrelevant or unsuitable, may prevent sorne immigrant children from achieving academic

success. Immigratio~ bilingualism and biculturalism are thrust upon these children whether they

want it or not.

Nevertheless, many Chinese children are sent to Heritage Language schools like

Zhonguo by their parents who want them to retain contact with their cultural roots. They expect

that their children know at least basic Chinese, Le., to be able to speak with native people,

understand Chinese movies or TV news, and to read Chînese newspapers. Other parents perceive

the educational system in Canada as not being as 'serious' as the Chinese system because ofless

homework and what they perceive as less struetw'ed or Vtilat sorne parents call 'a vague way' of
6
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teaching. They often compare their relatives' children to their own, worry about whether their

children willleam enough to make a success ofthemselves in the future. In China, most schools

are product-oriented in their pedagogy. Students are required ta Memorise many faets instead of

being taught creative thinking and skills suitable for problem solving. It is my experience that

competition for getting into a better primary school., inta a key secondary school and. in

particular, into a university is 50 severe that most children rarely have any time te play. Chinese

parents in Montreal hope that by sending their children to a Chinese school they will at least 'learn

somethingl
• What that 'something' is., remains to be defined by the parents.

From the children's perspective., however, socialisation is a fundamental feature of

schooling, regardless oftheir language. During this socialisation process, language shift and

language loss often becomes inevitable. The loss ofa first language (L1) while encountering a

second language (L2) is a common phenomenon among immigrant cbildren. It bas been studied

by many researchers (Cummins 1981, 1986; Fillmore 1991., 1996; Saville-Troike 1984; etc.).

Chïnese children in Montreal face a similar problem of language maintenance and language loss.

In fad., ManY children at the Chïnese school have experienced language shifts from Chïnese to

French or English, to some extent as a consequence orthe language laws ofQuebec Bill 101 (see

page 33). At the Zhonguo school, many then view Chînese as a second language. Language shift

occurs to those who arrived in Canada at an early age (before 6 years) when their Chinese is not

fully developed. Some ofthem can only apply their Chînese on a level ofsimple and basic

conversation at home. Others give up using it altogether. Parents have a partial responsibility in

whether or not their children maintain Chïnese. Sorne do not use Chïnese with their children

because they are eager to have them integrate into mainstream society. Sorne no longer see a

reason ta pass on their native language ta their children. When the HL is perceived as immaterial

• 7
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ta success in society and sorne other language appears to have greater value, a language shift is

inevitable (peirce, 1994).

Language is a produet ofsocialisation and a tocl for further language and cultural

learning (Avison & KunkeL 1991). A common social and play language (1ingua ftanca) is

developed among children in arder ta communicate with each other. In ber study of ber eight

year-old daughter's acquisition of lcelandic, Susi Long describes DOW a child acquires social

knowledge and language skills as a result ofbeing accepted by a peer group. Chinese immigrant

children in Quebec are members ofmany speech communities, e.g., Zhonguo Chïnese scbooL

English or French scbools, and the languages ofhome and school. In school contexts, some

children told me that they use French or English as a language to express their emotions and

desires; these languages are very different ftom the Mandarin which they leam in the Zhonguo

school where Mandarin is used for formal purpose and not for playing.

For many immigrant children including Chinese children, speaking French or

English is not just a way ofcommunicating, but a1so a way ofbeing recognised by other

mainstream children. Their use ofthe new language shows their desire ta be identified with the

surrounding society. Fairclough (1992) argues that: "In any discourse, Icnowledge, social

relations, andsocial identifies are simu/taneousJy being constitutedor reconstituted " (p. 8).

The problems ofidentity, language maintenance and language shift faced by the Zhonguo

schoal students motivated me to conduct this study. Because 1speak Chinese and my daughter,

Baijie, attends the schoo~ 1had an insider advantage as a researcher. As a parent 1also had the

opportunity to taIk with other parents every Saturday in informai contexts.

8
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Rationale and Purpose

Understanding the ways in which learners use the native and target languages at home and with

peers and teacbers at school tan provide important clues to understanding their language leaming

processes and their cultural positioning and identity as weil as their socialisation and self

perceptions. The faet that many young children lose their mother tongue when immigrating ta a

new country bas drawn much attention from both educators and the general public and raises a

hast of interesting questions: How is a la lost? Why is there a language shift? How does L2

acquisition affect LI maintenance? What is the consequence ofadopting a new culture

{mainstreatn culture)1 Why is it important to maintain LI? In the case ofthe children who attend

the Zhonguo School, 1noticed that in the classroo~ they frequently interaet peer-to-peer in

French or English and not in their mother tongues, he they Mandarin or Cantonese. After schoo~ 1

observed that social communication is even more likely to be in L2. On a few occasions, 1

overheard sorne children code switching between Mandarin and French. This phenomenon of

code switching had been noticed also by teachers and parents ofchildren at the Zhonguo school. 1

discovered that it is the most tapie ofconversations amang parents and teachers. Th~ 1decided

ta look at the patterns oflanguage use among a selected group ofthe children in Zhonguo scbool

in arder ta find out why, when., and to what degree they use Chinese, French and English.

My purpose with this study is ta explore the relationship between social contexts

and LI maintenance and language shift, and ta identify sorne ofthe more important fàctors for

immigrant children's academic achievement that policy makers, educators, and parents need ta

consider. In this case, the patterns oflanguage use among Chînese children in a Montreal

community school.

9
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Research Questions

The research questions that drive my inquiry are the following:

1. What language do Chinese teachers use when addressing the children?

2. What language do the children use when talking to their Chinese teachers?

3. What language do the children use when conversing with their peers?

4. Why, from their perspectives, do the children prefer one language over the other in

ditTerent contexts?

Summary

In this chapter, 1have outlined the backgroun~ rationale and purpose ofmy inquiry into the

patterns of language use ofa group ofchildren attending a Chinese conununity school in urban

Montreal in the province ofQuebec. 'Chînese language' cavers eight different mutually

unintelligible regionalects. Most of the Zhonguo students speak other regionaleets than Mandarin

at home. For them to come to the Zhonguo school to leam Mandarin is learning a second

language. Many ofthem came to Canada at an early age or even were bom here; they acquired

French or English when they started their 'secondsocialisation' at school. French or English

become their 'Iinguajranca', which they May prefer to use in their social interactions. Leaming

Chïnese language at the Zhonguo school during Saturdays may for sorne cbildren result in

conflict with what they do or perceive that they are expected to do at public schaol and the

Zhonguo school. The children's cultural identities are constantly under reconstruction. 1use

identity theory and language socialisation theory as ftameworlc for this study. In the next chapter 1

will outline these theories and discuss different recent studies conceming this issue.

10
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Language Socialisation Related Studies

lttE~~iP.J/tfNjtDt, itff{/l#Bi iiJNJnJRRJ~~iH#Ji#, .6IJitii/llR!lA#.
When 1 speak Chinese at [public] schoolIfeel different, but when 1speak French. 1
am /ike everybody e/se.

(Geng Lin. 13. persona! inteniew.)

My study is concemed with a selected group ofChïnese childrents language and socialisation in a

Saturday heritage language school. In this chapter l present the theoretical ftamework and the

• relevant research in the domains of language socialisation and culture identity.

The interrelationship among language~ culture and identity is a key issue in recent

theory and research in seœnd language leaming. The patterns ofchildrents language socialisation

and language use have attraeted increasing attention ftam researchers (Crago, 1992, 1993; Heath,

1983; Ochs, 1988; Schieffelin,1990; Maguire, 1997) for the last two decades.

Language Socialisation and Acculturation

An important proœss ofchildrenfs socialisation is through language - its nature, use and

•
implications - for it is through language and symbols that they acquire culturally relevant

knowledge ofvalu~ behaviours and beliefs. Schieffelin & Ocbs (1986) define language

Il
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socialisation as "socialisation through language andsocialisation to use language" (p.2). The

eomplex process ofbecoming a competent member ofa society is realised to a large extent

through language.. by acquiring knowledge ofits funetioos.. social distribution,. and interpretations

in and across socially defined situations (Schieffelin & Oehs.. 1986). Language socialisation is a

process ofhow tÇchildren and other novices in society acquire tacit knowledge o/princip/es of

social order andsystems ofbe/iefs through exposure to andparticipation in language..mediated

interaction n (Ochs.. 1986, p.2). Language in use is a major tool for conveYing sociocultural

knowledge and a powerful medium ofsocialisation. Children acquire a world view as they

acquire a language. It is through learning language that ehildren learn their culture, which in turn

teaches them how to use their language appropriately in their society (Genesee, 1995).

Au (1993) bas defined culture as the beliefs, values and ways ofacting that mark

membership ofa specifie group. Au also points out that this view ofculture entails a number of

charaeteristies: culture is learned through the interactions of members ofa group; it is share<L as a

way ofthinking, acting and behaving by group members; it is an adaptatia~ in the sense that it

adapts to specific palitical and economie conditions; and it is continually changing.

Sehool and classrooms can he understood as cultures in which "individuals come

togetherfor the purpose ofschooling to construct situateddefinitions ofteacher, student,

know/edge, values, and 50 on" (Caimey & Ruge, 1997 p. 18). Thus, "the culture ofthe

c/assroom can he seen as a dynamic system ofvalues, beliefs, andstandards, deve/oped through

tmderstandings which the teacher andstudents have come to shore " (Au, 1993, p. 9).

Recognising classrooms as cultures entails aeknowledging that learning involves the

communicative processes through wbich knowledge and values are construeted. In order ta
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understand how communication is construeted in classrooms, researchers should take into

consideration a range of influences bath inside and outside the group, for example, family,

community, peer group, and educational system (Caimey & Ruge, 1997). Classroom interaction

cannat he analysed in isolation without attention ta contexts in which children leam and live.

Teachers' beliefs, knowledge, experiences and cultural backgrounds influence how

they use language in their classrooIDS. Wnat they bring to their cJassrooms bas an impact on how

they teach and what they teach (Johnson, 1995). Students' language use is both shaped by and

shapes the patterns ofteachers' language use as they are constantly informing teachers what they

have understood and learned and vice versa. Thus, the patterns of language use in classrooms are

a form ofsocialisation for it includes when, how, what and to whom ta speak appropriately in

various contexts, issues that Joshua Fishman raised years ago. Children develop their social

competence to recogniselinterpret what social aetivity/event is taking place and to aet in an

appropriate way. They need ta have the social and cultural competence to define the context

specifie events through their language and non·verbal actions. Language is not a simple response

ta social activity, but a social aetivity itself sueh as in teasing, negotiating, insulting and so on.

Language development is bath a fonn ofsocialisation and a forro ofcultural practice. For many

immigrant children the acquisition ofa second language implies alse the acquisition ofa second

culture. Long sees socialisation, the process ofleaming norms, behaviours and values in a culture

other than one's own as a process ofacculturation (Long, 1997). Minority children face a

formidable task ofdetennining who they are from a cultural and social perspective. For many of

them, schools and institutions become a secondary form ofsocialisation where the operational

system ofthe first language might confliet with the acquisition ofthe second language (Crago,

1992; Craga et al., 1993; Toohey, 1996).
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Crago and Crago et al. (1992, 1993 and 1994 ) report severa! studies about Inuit children's

language socialisation. These studies focused on patterns of language socialisation and

communicative interactions in Inuit families. Crago and her colleagues investigated how children

in various groups develop their cultural memberships as they leam and use language with the

people in their lives. The emergent findings indieated that there is a significant link between the

process of language socialisation at home and second language teaching at school.The incongruity

ofthe discourse features of Inuit language with the discourse in classrooms taught by non-Inuit

second language teachers raised several issues pertinent to the learnability and the teachability of

the second languages for native populations in northem communities in Quebec.

School is a secondary form ofsocialisation. For a child ofschool age, it is vitally

important to gain entry into a group ofpeers (Long, 1997). Through interactions with others,

children develop social knowledge and become a part ofa peer culture identifiable by commonly

understood aetivities, routines, behaviours, values and concems. Children are MOst likely to

acculturate successfully ifthey enjoy opportunities to he actively involved with native-culture

peers. For example, Susi Long (1997) studied ber daughter's acquisition ofIcelandic through peer

interactions. She concluded that educational programmes should be "designed tolocus on the

deve/opment ofsocial relationships and ta provide opportunitiesfor students to exp/ore subjeet

matter through socially basedmeans" (p. 31). However, the peers' culture becomes more complex

for many immigrant children as they are required to learn and maintain the norms, behaviours and

routines oftheir native culture as weIl as thase they encounter in the new cultural settings

(Bosher, 1997). The process ofacculturation can be critical ta their self-esteem, psychological

well-being, successful adjustment to a new society, and academic success. This is especially
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complex for minority language children in Quebec who are members ofmore than one speech

community.

Language maintenance is as crucial as acculturation for minority childreo. The

history in North America bas demonstrated tbat forced assimilation bas been disastrous for many

native and aboriginal people (Lucas & Katz, 1994; Auerbac~ 1993). Assimilation edueational

policies (advocated by cultural pluralists) have attempted to do away with cultural and ünguistic

differences by getting children to abandon their native languages and adopt English as quickly as

possible. With respect to the Quebec conte~ some ofmy interviewees claim that they are oot

allowed to use other languages than French in their school. Many school districts are convinced

that minority children are best served in 'regular' classrooms despite the diversity oftheir needs

and abilities (Toohey, 1996). Denying students the use oftheir primary language in schoo~ as

mentioned by Lyster (1998) about the French schools in Quebec where the administration tries to

diminish the opportunity for the children to use their mother tongue, is to deny the validity ofthe

children's experiences and their identities (Lucas & Ka~ 1994). Where these policies have been

efficiently carried out in schools, many children have lost their ethnic languages and have been

assimilated with mainstreanl language speakers with consequent psychosocial identity problems

later in life (Wright and Taylor, 1995, 1997). As an example, 1can mention that in the Asian

language institutes at universities in bath Europe and North America, one can find Many oriental

looking young people who speak ooly the mainstream languagels; 1 have myselfencountered

sorne young students who claimed that they wanted ta find their own identities by enroUing in the

Asian language departments to regain their lost mother tongue.
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Understanding the power relationship between the HL and maiDstream language cao provide

insight into immigrant children's academic performance (Wright & Taylor 1995, 1997). Listening

to the leamersl own voice ofwhy they prefer one language over the other cao aIso help us better

understand the existing situation (Maguire, 1997; 1998).

Language Loss, Language Maintenance, and Bilingualism

Loss ofa primary language as the consequence ofencountering a second one cao have a

detrimental effect on the social and academic abilities ofminority children.

Lily Wong Fillmore has reported research on immigrant children1s 10ss ofHeritage

Language (HL) while acquiring English in the United States (1991). She round that when

immigrant children begin learning English "the patterns oflanguage use change in their homes,

and the younger they are when tbey leam English, the greater the effect" (p. 341). Most

immigrant cbildren have experienced language shifts from HL to mainstreant languages (Saville

Troike, 1994; Wright & Taylor, 1997). Children socialised in a multilingual society give up their

HL when they realise that their native language is without value in the surrounding society.

Teachers and administrative personnel in their immediate surroundings tend to he mainstream

language speakers; TV media, books, staries and even advertisement are aIl in mainstream

languages. When they return home from schoo~ they do not lnegotiatelwith their parents. This

may he because their parents do not understand what they are talking about nor what they have

experienced at school. For example, one of the parents in my study complained to me that her

child's ability to use Chinese is reduced to the minimum level ofcommunication such as 'qi

chuang, chi fan, he sbui jiaol (to get up, to eu, and ta sleep).
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However, encountering a second language does not a1ways result in primary language loss.

Bilingual education in Canada such as French immersion bas proved a sucœss for many children.

Maguire (1997) bas also reported case studies ofmulti-lingual children learning English and

French as third or fourth languages. Two girls spoke Persian and Arabie at home, one girl spoke

Javanese and Indonesian at home. Through their writing and conversation., it is obvious ta see

that they master 'nego/ia/ing more Ihan olle language, commullity aJJdculture al agfvell time' and

are capable of 'culturalpositioning in different contexts' (p.55).

Cummins asserts that maintaining and developing one's native language does not

interfere with the development ofL2 proticieney. There is a linguistic interdependence which

enables cognitivelacademic and literacy-related skills ta transfer across languages (Cummins,

1981). The exposure to grammatical concepts and patterns in the primary language forces the

children to make conscious comparisons between their mother tangue and the mainstream

language. Mueh research asserts evidence that native language use and development have

psychological (self-esteem) benefits in addition to serving as a practica1 pedagogical tool for

providing access ta academic content and knowledge. Using the HL supports and enhances the

students' leaming, as it indirectly values the students' primaty culture (Lucas & Katz, 1994).

Social Identity Theory

In the seventies, Tajfel (1981) was one ofthe most notable theorists in this domain. He beüeves

that identity is derived from group membership. He defines social identity as Ilhatpart ofan

individuaJ's self.concept which derivesfrom his Icnowledge ofbis membership ofa socialgroup

(or groups) together with the emotional significance attaehed 10 that memhership' (p.69). He
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suggests that because individuals' identities are derived trom in-group membership, an individual

May change his group membership ifhe is aware ofnegative evaluations ofbis social identity by

an out-group.

Drawing from TajfeI's theory, Giles and Johnson (1987) in their ethnolinguistic

identity theory state that language is a salient Marker ofgroup membership and social identity.

They suggest that individuals compare theu- own social group to out-groups in order to make their

own favourably distinct and that this positive distinetiveness allows individuaIs to achieve a

positive social identity. Ifthe comparison is negative, one may adopt severa! strategies to gain a

more positive identity by removing the most obvious eues to eategory membership, such as

changing one's name, modifying one's accent and assimilate into a group that the individual or the

groups view more positively. If language is a salient marker ofgroup membership, the individual

May choose linguistic adaptation, which may resu1t in subtractive bilingualism or even language

erosion. Americans forcing assimilation on aboriginal people in the tifties is an example ofthis

issue. However, more recent research (Crago, 1992; Crago et al., 1993) focuses on language

socialisation and the role ofcultural contexts in the communicative interactions. In ber study of

Inuit children in Northem Quebec, Crago found that the discourse features ofa primary language

socialisation in Inuit families is not congruent with the classroom discourses taught by non-Inuit

second language teachers.

Social Identity, Ethnicity and Language

The dynamics of inter-group relations involving the social groups ofstudents, parents and

teachers play a powerful role in influencing much ofwhat goes on in schools, classrooms and
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community at large. Immigrant students frequently experience a complex renegotiation oftheir

social identity in a new country, new society and new school - a process that bas profound

implications for their attitudes to their own language and the learning of the language of the

majority group.

Sociolinguists Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz stated: 'social identity and ethnieity

are in large part estahlishedand maintained through language' (1982, p.7). They condueted

research in Norway on speech events to examine the relationship between a speaker's choice of

linguistic categories such as phonology, morphology, syntax and lexis, and the social situation.

They aise looked at the code switching between languages to find out in what situation and with

whom code switching occurs as 'Iinguistie a/temates within the repertoire serve to symbolise the

differing social identities whieh members may assume' (Blom & Gumperz, 1972, p.421 - quoted

trom Hansen and Liu, 1997). The minority group's language is often the in-group 'we code'

language, whereas the majority group's language is considered as the out-group autey code'

language (Gumperz, 1982, p.66). Therefore, code switching may signal various group

memberships and identities.

Heller (1982) condueted a study on language choice in social interactions in a

Quebec brewery ta investigate how language was used among workers from different ethnic

backgrounds. She maintains that 'language is a symbolofethnie identity, and language ehoice is

a symbol ofethnie relations as weil as a means ofcommunication' (p.30S).

Ethnicity may limit or enhance one's ability ta participate in sorne social situations

and networks and may signal a shared ethnic background (Heller, 1982; Goldstein 1995), which is

reinforced by a sharing ofbehaviour, values, language and üfestyles. Goldstein (1995) in ber
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study ofPortuguese immigrant women in an Ontario factory found that power structures

influenced the women's acquisition and use ofEnglish and their social investment in language

learning. In this case, Portuguese was associated with social and economic benetits. It is a

retleetion on West (1992) identity theory, since identity relates to desire - the desire for

recognitio~ the desire for affiliation., and the desire for security and safety. Such desires cannot he

separated from the distrihution of material cesources in society. Thase \vho have access to a \Vide

range ofresources in a society may also have power and privilege (peirce 1995).

Speech Community in Sociolinguistic Perspective

Understanding the ways in which leamers use the native and target languages with peers and

teachers cau provide important clues to understanding language (L2) leaming processes. Studies

(Guthrie and Guthrie, 1985; Allwright & Balley, 1991) have shawn that the language use of

students and teachers in the classroom plays a role in facilitating students' acquisition ofboth

social and academic skills.

Recent research on language use patterns is concemed with immersion

programmes. Tarane and Swaîn (1995) reported on the language use in French and Spanish

immersion classroom interactions. They found that aider immersion students do not use the L2 in

the classroo~ neither when talking to their teachers nar when talking with each ether. Blanco et

al (1996) reported, after observing kindergarten through 2ad grade classes in a Spanish immersion

school in Minnesota, that children tended ta use Spanish only in structured, task oriented

activities. Heitzman (1993) and Parker et al (1995) reported that their analysis of 51 instances of

language use in Slh and 61h grade classes in the same programme showed that Spanish was used
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only for task oriented situations but never for social interaction among the children. Tarone and

Swain (1995) suggest that an immersion class is a speech community in which diglossia is the

norm.

The term dig/ossia was first introduced by Ferguson (1959) as a linguistic term 10

describe the situation that exists in Arabie speaking countries in which a regional variety of

Arabic is learned at home as a first language, but a quite different variety, standard Arabic, is

learned at school and used exclusively in formaI public situations. Fishman (1971) extended the

term diglossia to inelude any society in which two languages or two versions ofa language,

usually a high variety and a low variety, exist side by side, but are used under distinct

circumstances and for different purposes. Tarone and Swain (1995) view the issue from a socio

linguistic perspective, but not ftom a cultural perspective. They hypothesise that in immersion

classroom interactions, the L2 may funetion as a superordinate language variety used

predominantly for academic topies in conversations with the teaeher or for 'public' discourse

addressed to the class as a whole. On the other band, LImay be used as a vernacular by aider

children for more private peer-to-peer social interactions.

As l mentioned earlier, the L2 use in social interactions among Chïnese immigrant

children is a very common phenomenon., which has been noticed and reported informally by

parents and teachers. But to my knowledge this phenomenon bas Dever been systematically

studied in a Quebec context and, in particu1ar, in the context ofa Chïnese Saturday school.
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Summary

In this chapter 1 presented relevant research in language socialisation and social identity.

Language is the most important component ofsocialisation for it is through language and symbols

that children become members ofa culture. Culture can be defined as the beliefs, values and ways

ofacting that mark membership ofa specifie group. Classrooms can be understood as cultures

and are dynamic interactionaI spaces. Classroom interactions are shaped by what teachers and

students bring to the classroom. Teachers' and students' beliefs, experiences and culture

backgrounds have great impact on their patterns of language use. Leaming language aIso involves

leaming a culture's norms and values. Gaining access iota a new culture can be problematic for

new immigrant children as their primary culture MaY confliet with their appropriation ofthe

norms and values ofa new culture. For sorne, culture adaptation means dropping their primary

language and culture when they perceive that the mainstream culture bas greater value. Thus,

language 1055 and language maintenance cao be crucial for understanding academic success. From

a sociolinguistic perspective, language bas different funetioDS. For example, a superordinate

language tan be used for formaI purposes, and lingua ftan~ a vemacular fonn, can be used for

children's social interactions. In the next chapter, 1present the context ofthis study and outline

my data collection procedures.
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Chapter3

Methodology

Much ofthe past research into immigrant childrenfs L2 acquisitio~ identity and self-esteem bas

been based on quantitative studies that have included administration oftests. The assumption was

that 'the psychological reality ofthe test' reflected and represented what children feel and know.

Produet orientation was the nonn. Little recognition was given to learning process, individual

variables and social contexts where participants live. Ethnographie studies allow researchers to

look at the participants from a contextualïst and emic penpective. Mckay &Wong (1996)

explain this term as 'tz perspective that, unlilce a product orientation or process orientation,

takes as anomalie the need to examine interconnections ofdiscourse andpower in the language

leaming setting." (p. 8).

Setting

My interest in language shift and language maintenance stems ftom my daughter Baijie's patterns

of language use at home and with her school friends. L like most other Chînese parents, hope that

my daughter can be fluent and literate in Chïnese and at the same time fluent and literate also in

ather languages (Danish, English, and French). L too, like all the other parents, sacrifice every

Saturday to drive her ta Chïnese School and wail for her in the schoollobby to complete her

classes.
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• The setting for the study is the Saturday Chinese school which my daughter Baijie attends~ the

Zhonguo school in Montreal. This private school was founded in 1994. It is independent and

autonomous and receives no govemment grants. It bas no formaI connedion to the school boards

ofQuebec and bas obtained no public support. The purpose was to build a school where Pinyin

(Chînese phonetic script) would be applied to the teaching of simplified Chinese. Pinyin is also

referred as phonetic spelling which \vas adopted in 1958 as a vlriting system using the letters of

the Roman alphabet. The previously used system oftransliteration by Wade-Giles was deemed

inappropriate. This is partIy due to political reasons as it was devised by foreigners, and partIy

due to linguistic considerations as it was based on the Cantonese pronunciation. The main

funetions ofPinyin are to facilitate the spread ofPutonghua and the learning ofChinese

charaeters. Hanyu pinyin (Chinese alphabet) is DOW in widespread use; it bas the 26 roman letters,

plus ü and four diacritical intonations. For example~• ~~ ~tJj{ ,ttf

Wade-Giles: Chungkuo Peking Canton

Pinyin: Zhonggu6 Beijing GUangzhou

•

The Zhonguo school rents the building ofa major college in Westmount as its location on

weekends. It bas about five hundred students. It bas a predominantly Chînese student population

with seventy percent ofthe students coming ftom Mainland China, twenty percent from Hong

Kong. The remaining ten percent ofthe students come trom Taiwan or are Caucasian Canadians.

More than SO percent ofthe students speak some regionalect other than Mandarin. There are

thirty-one teachers and one treasurer employed at the moment. AlI the three school committee

memb~ including the principal, are also teachers at the school.
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Linguistic Geography ofChina
Sce discussion in Chapter 3, espccially pages 64-66 and Table 2 on page 67.

Figure 1 Linguistic Geography ofChina

The students come from all over the greater Montreal area., sorne from Dorval, some from the

West Islands, sorne from the South Shore, sorne from Laval, sorne even from Vermont (USA).

Most ofthem speak one ofthe Chînese language varieties (regionalects) st home and attend either

French school or English school during the week. The school employs a 'semi-imported'

curriculum. Text books are imported fram China, those used for teaching mathematics and other

subjeets are standards textbooks used in ail scbools in China; those used for teaching Chinese

language are special textbooks designed for teaching Chînese to Chïnese children living abroad

(see Appendix A). The teaching methodology is mainlytraditional Chinese, i.e. teacher centred.

Courses are offered in Chïnese standard language (Mandarin or Putonghua),. mathematics,
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• Chïnese chess, drawinglpainting, dance and music. For newcome~ courses in English and

French are also available. The school timetable is presented in Figure 2.

•• f4$fi", if ~ iI.!Iè.
1998.9.5 • 1999.5.15 (•••*)

JI@aB!]. § Bi @

il.ii-iH"{B01),'J'~iiX.1(YOl) 9:45-11 :35
.J.:~;:..:.. .(Z21,31),I:~ilit.I-lcI:(Z61)
;-- JL.,.... (ZA 1) .

•

••-J.l(XOI)

Il'''::''JjE(X02)

i5tiHt-"1-3 (TOI-3),'J"iI-~-6(Y02-6)

t ....2,3 (522,523)

IIJ JLil.ii-a (KOla)

JL-i'ltâ1(ZOI)

'J'~il-3:.9(Y09), t~iJ~(Y23)

Ij'."'1,3,4 (501-6), tt4t.t1(521)

~ j:,1-6 (E01-6)

IIJ JLil.1Jb{KOlb)

JL:tjtia2{Z02),~~-JJE(Zll)

"À1i-~1-3 (YAI-3)

it 'i •••i..... .8i'~•• ~ltfiJ~.1f••~.

« ,1 t. Ii 161-0033, 9.9.1151

11:00-12:00
10:00-11 :30

12:45..14:35
"

14:45-16:35

13:00-15:00

11:30-12:30

•
Figure 2. School timetable (see Appendix Bfor English translation)
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Ali teaching is in Mandarin. Most ofthe teachers have been professional teachers in China where

training in pedagogy is usually not given except to those who study exclusively ta teach in

primary schools. Students at higher levels., such as universities., do not receive pedagogica1

courses., nor do they get any praetice teaching children. Students receive ooly subject training and

pedagogical training is limited ta informai on-the-job training by aider colleagues. Even 50, sorne

ofthe teachers have adopted North American teaching methodology after they came to Canada

and continued teaching professionally here. Mostly, the teachers ofZhonguo school are highly

qualitied and very proticient in their respective subjeets.

Gaining Access to the Site

Being a ftiend orthe principal and knowing rnany ofthe teachers and parents personally, 1had no

problems obtaining permission to videotape and collect my data. 1also got permission from the

principal to use the real name ofthe school and tram the students 1interviewed to use their real

names. Even sa, aD Dames mentioned in tbis thesis are fictitious. Since the Zhonguo school is

totally an independent and autonomous non-profit community schoo~ the principal saw some

merlt in my using the real name ofthe schaol as this might help get some attention from

authorities and public funds in terms ofsupport both financially and politica1ly.

lFJliNtRJ/Ê#J. itfJ7~1ï{fz.ll. itfJ7!/t1f.JlJ:1f:Jê6fI/71fTfH, {fIj,(J/E9/fLt/;X. JR
tE~Jff1f#J JI!ID6 Fbg iE*ffJ. ft!ft~Ii/iJ1fJ l JIlJF4'1(, iiJNbLt.:iEJ1ftlblll/1117#
X RbJ1fJAtJt. RIIN!Dtpfil~NiiJldl!/tlt ftl7~!Jt-jëlt"t,*H. if~~ftNIK -rf17GJ
ilitez#, 4'ié:Mnr!Jn§~l1z/iiI#J~$ tIlH, ~JI.1/rTN/Ilff-/lI/IJjfJ1fjX ft t2
JI, 6tHk#.
We hoda difficult start. We hadno money. We wrote leners to the authorities askingfor
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• support but they never replied Now ail is paid by the parents. The salariespaid to the
teachers are low but we have to pay rentai andcleanÏ1lg andelectricity etc. 1hope the
Zhonguo schoal can he an examplefor Ihis society andfor the authorities. ln my view, it is
importantfor children ta he taughttheir mother tongue - it is so very importantfor
strengtheningfamily lies andalsofor understmlding one's own cultural background. 1
don't think a childcon deve/op socia/ly and academicaJ/y without /cnowing ils own
language. But the authorilies don't understand this. There have been many problems
runnillg the school, main/y lack ofmoney. My dream ;s that schools such as ours cali one
day hefree ofail charges andoffered to aIl immigrant chi/drenfor free.

(Telephone interview with Ms. Peng, princi~ 18 June (998)

The principal's viewpoints on the connection between language, culture and academic success

ref1ect the tindings ofmany researchers such as Au (1993), Cummins (1984, 1989), and Maguire

(1997) about the importance ofchildrenrs maintenance of their mother tongue.

• Data CoUection

This study was condueted on selected Saturdays from February to Oetober 1998. In order ta get a

clear pieture ofwhat language the children use at schoo~ in the class, during recess and at home,

we used the following data coUeeting methods: 1) Video tape recording of tive Chînese language

arts classes. 2) Audio and video tape recording ofinterviews with thirteen ofthe students, chosen

at random, and all tive teachers. 3) Questionnaires to 31 parents, 23 were received back (74%).

4) Informai conversations with students and parents. &ch component ofthe data collection

strategies will be provided in detail in this cbapter and the inventory ofdata collection is

presented in table 3.
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Table 3: Illventory ofData Collectioll

DATA TYPE OF DATA TIME OF DATA COLLECTION

\'ideo recording Observations of five Chînese 7 February 1998 trom 12.45 to 13.30.
language art 21 February 1998 ftom 12.45 to 13.30.
classrooms 28 February 1998 from 12.45 to 14.35

7 March 1998 trom 13.30 to 14.35
4 April 1998 trom 12.45 ta 13.30

Audio + video Interviews with 13 students 7, 21, 28 February; 7, 14 March; and 4
recording and five teachers April 1998

7, 21, 28 February; 7 March; and 4 April
1998

Questionnaires 31 parents 3 October 1998

Informal The principal (telephone) 18 June 1998

Conversations Circa 20 parents AIl school Saturdays from February to
Oetoher 1998 except September.

We observed five Chînese language classes for a total of270 minutes during five Saturdays fram

February to April 1998. This was foUowed by interviews with teachers, students and parents,

questionnaires to parents, and informaI conversations with teachers, students and parents until end

Oaober 1998. 1observed tive classes, including the kindergarten class, grade two, grade S

(special class), grade five and grade six. The grades in this Chînese school are not necessarily

consistent with those ofregular schools as they are defined according to the students' proticiency

in reading and writing Chînese. A small-scale test ofproficiency is normally given for new

corners (see Appendix C). Nevertheless, the age differences are not 50 pronounced. Ifboth a six-

year old and nine-year-old are beginners, they May be assigned the same class. But there is a limit

to the age differences accepted by the administration. For example, an eleven-year-old student
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will not be placed together with a six-year-old. GeneraIly, the school attempts to avoid significant

age differences within the same class as this is considered detrimental ta the self-esteem and

motivation ofthe older students and also because it is believed that cognitive maturity is a better

indicator for the ability to leam Chinese than pre-existing proficiency in the language.

For this study, 1used participant observations, questionnaires and interviews as tools of

inquiry. 1took field notes in the classroom and used videotaping for classroom social interaction

and audio taping for struetured conversations and took notes during face-ta-face interviews. Data

were transcribed and analysed for emergent patterns.

Video tape recording

For video tape recording 1used a Sony Handicam 8 mm video camera on a tripod. The video

camera was set up in one ofthe corners in the front of the classroom. Because ofthe angle, it was

not possible ta focus on every one in the classroom. 1sat in the back ofthe classroom, took field

notes sa that 1could triangulate these data with the video recording data (see appendix D). At the

beginning ofeach lesso~ students were very aware ofthe camera and also of me. 1noticed that

they kept glancing at me; sorne students tried to hide themselves behind each other ta avoid the

camera; others would make faces and giggle at each other. But a few minutes ioto the lesson their

attention would usually shift to the teacher and their tasks. The cbildren were very enthusiastic

and volunteered to be my interviewees. They were eager to tell me what language they speak,

how they were doing in schoo~ and they also wanted ta ask me why 1had ta know about it.
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Classroom situations

The classrooms are ail arranged in the traditional auditorium setting with the teacher in front and

students sitting in rows and fines. The arrangement reflects the teachers' commitment to Chînese

theoretical beliefs about teacher-student relationship. Traditional Chïnese educators believe that

teachers should be the one to impart knowledge to students and students are not encouraged to

que~Jon what they are taught or to challenge the teacher in any way. Whatever the teacher says is

correct. The classrooms are teacher-centred and very teacher-controlled.

The one exception is the kindergarten classroom, which is not arranged in the same way as

the other classes. Children are sitting in a half circle with the teacher in the middle. This makes it

easier for the children and teacher to move around.

Participants

The participants in this study are the students trom the five seleeted classes (grades 6, 5, 2,

Kindergarten, and the Special class) and their five teachers. In addition, 1audio-taped individual

interviews with six students.

Grade 6.

Grade 6 teacher Ms Gu is in ber mid 50's. She came to Canada in 1994. She bas been teacbing

English at a Beijing high school for some twenty years before she joined the Zhonguo schooL She

was originally traîned as a Russian language teacher. When China and Russia broke their

relationship, she changed her profession to teaching English. She had attended sorne English

courses dwing her teaching period but never obtained a diploma in the English language. Through

the years ofteaching, she states tbat she became very experienced in analysing grammatical
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mistakes ofChinese students. Thus, she had published four teachers' handbooks in helping

teachers design a lesson and one students' guidebook for passing Entrance Examinations in

English. She states that "teaching is my entire life, andseeing how my students make progress is

my greatest joy ~

The students in her class are from 12 to 15 years ofage. Sorne ofher students came to

Canada after they had begun school in China (Le., they were older than six yea.-s when they

emigrated), 50 they have learned some Chinese before they joined the Zhonguo school. Their pre

existent knowledge ofChïnese makes them more proticient than their classmates who were bom

in Canada. They are able to write essays, stories and compose cohesive narratives using more

than one thousand charaeters. Some of her students' written works have been published in the

local Chïnese newspaper.

Ms Gu had planned a trial examination paper for the midterm examination for this lesson.

Tbree papers ofexercises were delivered to the students. She guided the students in filling in

missing words, fixed expressions, and making sentences.

Grade 5.

The teacher ofgrade 5 class is the principal of the schoo~ Ms Peng who was one ofthe founders

ofthe school. She is about fony years ofage. She was educated in China as a language teacher

and later obtained her M.Ed. at McGill University in the Department ofAdministration and

Policy Studies at the Faculty ofEducation. 1am a personal friend ofhers. She is bilingual

Mandarin and Wu (Shanghai dialect), and in addition she speaks fluent English.

There are 31 students in the class. Most ofthem are enrolled in French schools. In Quebec,

the access to English schools is restrieted by law. In BillIO1 - -rA charte de la languefrançaise •
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- it is stated that the law 'restreint 1~cc ès àl' école anglaise aux seuls enfants dontl un des

parents a reçu son enseignement primaire en anglais au Quebec'. The number ofZhonguo

students attending English schools is consequently very limited and this is MOst likely the reason

that 1observed sa very few utterances in English.

The activity of the observed lesson was to review sorne homework exercises. Ms Peng

normaIly asks indiv;dual volunteers to éUlS\Vef' questions. At rimes when there are too many hands

up or the class is too quie~ sbe caUs upon individual students to reply.

Grade 2.

Grade 2teacher Ms Lee is in her late twenties. She has been in Canada for only two years. She

was very shy and nervous when 1told her that 1would like to videotape her class. However~ after

1had explained the purpose of my research to her and promised ber that nobody apart from

myselfwould ever see the recording, she seemed at ease with the camera. She is a very strict

teacher who believes in stem discipline. Rer major at a Beijing normal college was mathematics.

As the Zhonguo school needs most1y Chînese language arts teachers, she is hired as a language

teacher, not as a math teacher. Her mother tongue is Mandarin and she speaks sorne English.

This classroom seemed rather crowded to me. There are about 30 -35 students in this

class. As usual, 1positioned myself in the back ofthe classroom. Consequently, 1could not avoid

attraeting everybody's attention. 1noticed immediately three boys in one ofthe corners near me

who were talking loud and pushing each ather. One ofthem was asked to recite the previous text

and write a few characters on the blackboard 50 as to start the class aetivity. 1observed that he

did not appear to be able to do any ofthese tasks. He was teased by the other two boys and started
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to punch them back. Ms Lee was angry and ordered him ta stand in front ofthe class. After this"

the class became quiet.

A new lesson began. The students were ta learn haw to read and write new charaeters. Ms Lee

demonstrated every ward a few rimes by asking the students ta recognise the familiar radicals and

to pronounce the new wards according ta their pinyin spelling. Theo she read the new text a1oud.,

asked the whole class to repeat after her and asked a few individuals to read the texte

Grade S.

Ms Wang, the teacher ofgrade S, is from Sichuan. She is in her early 40's. She graduated from

the Sichuan Conservatory ofMusic and was a music teacher in a high school before ber arrivai in

Canada in 1993. Although she has been in Canada for more than five years" her English is still not

fluent. She speaks Mandarin and aise the Sichuan regionaiect. She and ber husband are very

active members ofthe Chïnese community in Montreal. He is a musician by profession and they

are both enthusiastica1ly involved in the musical events of the Chinese community. She gives

private piano lessons during the week and teaches music and Chïnese language at the Zhonguo

School on Saturdays.

Her class is called "special class" because the students' backgrounds differ very much.

There are twenty-one students in this class. The majority ofthem come ftom Cantonese families,

four ofthem from mixed marriage families (one Chinese and one non-Chinese parent), and five

are Canadian Caucasian. In addition to their different cultural backgrounds, the students are aise

ofvery different ages., varying from eight to fourteen years. The reason for placing these students

in the same class in spite oftheir age differences is simply that they aIl have very limited

knowledge ofChïnese. Most have (had) very little exposure ta the Chînese language (Mandarin)
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and culture as their social environments differ from that ofthe Mandarin speaking community.

Most of the Cantonese speaking children are ftom families who immigrated to Canada many

years ago. These children have adequate oral communicative skills in Cantonese, but their

Chinese literacy skills are almost non-existent. Because their parents cannot read and write in

Chïnese, they have (had) little or no contact with Chinese literacy.

Tina, age fourteen, is one ofthe students trom a mixed marriage family; she told me !hat

her mother thought that since she is halfChînese, she should know something about ber Chinese

culture. By attending a Chinese schoo~ she will at least have some exposure to the Chïnese

language. Nadine, age thirteen, a Canadian student, says that she cornes to Zhonguo because she

loves Chînese culture, and ber best friend trom public school is also studying at Zhonguo. Jo~

age twelve, told me that her father loves travelling and it will he nice for her to he able to speak

Chïnese when one day they go to China.

This special class is remarkable for its social organisation. l have observed this class for

three consecutive weekends and during six lessons. l stayed also with the students during recess.

They group themselves by age and race. Tina is always with her friend Janny, occasionally they

wouId come to Joan for a question. Mixed marnage students tend to socialise more with white

students. Younger Cantonese students seemed always to gather together.

GradeK.

According to parents, Ms. Huang, the teacher ofgrade K, is the best teacher in the School. Her

reputation was confirmed by my observations. She is in her mid-thirties and a very channing and

beautifullady. She graduated from Beijing Normal University with a major in child psychology.

She speaks Mandarin with a rather pronounced Shanghai accent and she also speaks sorne
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English. She did not permit me to videotape my interview with her~ 50 1have only written notes ta

support my recollections ofour formai conversation.

Ms Huang started the class by iotroducing me to the twelve children in the class as a 1>ig ftiend'

who would like to know how clever the children in this school are. Their ages are around 4 ta 6

years. Most were barn in Canada.

Then she began Vtith a lullaby containing riddles and asked the children about them by

showing Many pictures of the corresponding charaeters. In the tirst riddle, the children found the

ward easily by painting to fapple'. She then continued ta ask them where apples grow and when

sorne one answered 'on trees" she asked the class how the charaeter for a tree looks. Theo fruits

were reviewed. She continued by saying ta the children: nThere are some newfriends who would

like very much to meet you nand nI know that JOU all/ike them". She introduced the new

mends = new words by showing pietures and making animal sounds. Her c1ass is very enjoyable

and entertaining. She speaks exclusively Chînese in the class.

General C1umu:teristics ofStIldents

The proficiency levels in Chînese are different trom student to student in every class. In Many

cases there are significant age differences between students. Sorne students speak Cantonese at

home, some speak other regionalects such as Wu and Hakka, sorne speak French and sorne code

switch among languages. The opportunities ta praetise Mandarin are few. The target language

environments are limited ta Zhonguo School, although some students participate in the relatively

few community activities and the Chïnese social circles ofthe parents. Motivation and investment

are not considerable since most students do not come to Zhonguo School on their own volition.

Often parents are the forces behind their attendance. Many lack adequate motivation and
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investment. Many (not all) feellittle incentive to study Chinese. They have to sacrifice every

Saturday in order to attend the Zhonguo School. In comparison with their public school peers,

their homework is almost doubled. And furthermore, they often miss sorne birthday parties or

sorne other activities, which are arranged by their school fiiends on Saturdays. Last but not least,

the acquisition ofChinese literacy skills demands more rime, practise, and Memorisation than any

other subject a school chiId is required to learn.

Competition can be a positive force that drives sorne children to become successful. The

students in the Zhonguo school are not facing any competition, nor are they under any pressure.

Their performance at the Zhonguo school does not affect their grading in bath the Zhonguo and

public school and bas no academic consequences. The only possible incentive to work hard may

he the approval oftheir parents. This, however, is very important to most Chinese children.

Interviews

1condueted interviews with students and teachers bath formally and informally during the period

from February to October 1998. After each observation (video taping), 1chose one ortwo ofthe

students fram the class, asked them questions such as the following: what public school they go

ta, what language they speak with their fiiends in the public school and what language they use in

the Chînese school. 1 also iDterviewed each teacher about wbat they thought about their studentst

proticiency level ofChinese and what problems they feel their students have to overcome when

studying at the Zhonguo school. 1aIso interviewed (audiotape) six students whom 1met in the

schaol cafeteria during the breaks. 1paid particular attention to a group offour girls - Ma Yaoyao,

lu Yang, Geng Lin and Cui Zhuzi - while they were doing homework together. To my surprise, 1
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round that they spoke Mandarin together. The two boys 1interviewed were David and Even who

were born in Canada and whose parents~ mother tongues are Hu and Mandarin..

Table 4: Audio taped interviewas

NAME AGE SCHOOL GRADE HOME LANGUAGE

CuiZhuzi Il public French 8 Xiang (Sichuan dialect)

Geng Lin 13 private French A Mandarin (Beijing)

lu Yang 13 private French A Wu (Shanghai)

Ma Yaoyao 13 public English A Mandarin (Beijing)

David Il public French A Wu (Shanghai)

Kevin Il public English 8 Mandarin (Beijing)

(In Quebec schools, students are graded accorcling to their a1l-over academica1 proficiency. The

grades are A 'dépasse les habiletés visées~, B: 'démontre les habiletés visées', C: 'commence à

démontrer les habiletés visées, and D: 'a encore à démontrer les habiletés visées').

Questionnaires

A questionnaire was distributed among parents (see Appendix E). l observed that about one third

ofthe parents ofthe students would usua1ly sit in the cafeteria, waiting for their children ta finish

school. Others would go shopping during the school time. Sorne ofthem do car pooling with ather
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other parents. Those who wait for their children either read a boo~ newspaper or chat with other

parents. 1used this opportunity to distribute my questionnaires. 1explained that my concerns were

about their children's language-use patterns at home, with their siblings and friends, their

Perception ofspeaking Chinese, and their perspective on improving~ schools such as the

Zhonguo school. AlI parents volunteered ta till out the questionnaires.

Infonnal Conversations

1became friends with Many parents. It gave us great pleasure to ta1k about our children..

Conversations covered mostly with whom they play together, whether there are any other Chînese

children in the same school and what kind of lunch box they prepare for their childrell Sorne

were proud to teU how weil their children were doing at school; others complained about the

Canadian schools that they are not teaching their children enough, al least when compared with

education in China. But the MOst popular topic ofthose conversations related to their concems

about their children maintaining their mother tongue. Sorne claim that no matter how bard they

try ta speak ooly Chînese at home, their cbildren still speak English or French. As one ofthe

parents complained: .[never have a chance to talk to my son, he is 50 busy with his home work.

He won't let me help him, ta'use it's in French. Now 1am jus! a servantfor him. He turns to me

on/y when he is hungry. Talking about interaeting in Chinese? No way. 1only hope that he can

leam some Chinese here".

In the analysis ofdata, 1will use their valuable opinions as evidence for my research

argument that an immigrant child's language socialisation in the heritage culture is likely ta he in

confliet with the socialisation which takes place simultaneously in the mainstream culture in

which the child graws up.
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Summary

In this chapter, l have presented the context ofthis study, the Zhonguo school in urban Montreal,

described the five teachers and their classes which l had seleeted for my study, and outlined the

methodology l used: participant observations, videotaping ofclasses, interviews with students and

teachers and questionnaires to the parents. In the following chapters l present the results ofmy

analysis ofthe interactions between teachers and students.
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CIassroom Language Use

1t1ï-1'"I!JlJt~

Kir1ï~TlJf-w.

I1ZtE1I/IJI!6!l.iIt.

/j\lJIItzIJ71ff1Jk.

fI!Jfif#1-8*li?

1have a round roundface,

with red andgreen c%urs.

It taste sweet in the mou,h,

andkids /ike me very much,

Can you guess who 1 am?

(A riddle lu1laby laid by Ms Huang in her kinderganen class. February1998)

• Ms Huang's riddle song reflects her love for children. Her way ofopening the class attraets the

children's attention and makes the class entertaining and learning interesting. She is a good

representative example of the Many devoted teachers at Zhonguo school who work bard to make

the acquisition ofChînese language a Memorable and happy experience for children. From the

Chînese interactions between teachers and students, whether or not tbis is supported by use of

Englis~ it is apparent how much these teachers want to pass on the knowledge ofChinese

language and the passion for Chinese culture ta their students. The teachers love wbat they are

doing and they are proud ofbeing part of that culture. Throughout the lessons l observed, the

Chînese culture is highlighted. Thus, the children's cultural identity is reaffirmed in the school

because the teachers frequently and explicitly point to its salience, importance and value in their

•
teaching.
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The Zhonguo students show the complexity oftheir social identities through the patterns

oftheir language use. A CQnstant conflict between the mainstream culture and Chînese culture is

revealed in their language. For these students, Zhonguo is a community where they leam

something extra 50ch as Chinese language~ Chînese culture~ chess and etc. which their peers in the

public schools do not learn. In additio~ the Zhonguo school is also a place where they can meet

children oftheir own skin calour and where they leam the Chinese ways ofbehaviour and acquire

Chinese beliefs and values.

Patterns of Classroom Communication

In a language classroo~ the language is the usual medium through which teachers teach and

students demonstrate what they have leamed. How teachers and students use language to

communicate in a language classroom mediates between teaching, leaming, and students'

language acquisition. Meaningful classroom communication is essential for successfuJ leaming to

OCCUf. The patterns ofclassroom communication established and maintained by teachers~ as the

British researcher Douglas Bames (1976) puts forth, determines not only the ways in wbich

students use language but aIse what students ultimately learn. Bames maintains that teachers and

students interpret classroom aetivities through their own frames ofreference. Moreover, since

these frames ofreference tend ta he different, teachers and students are likely to have different

interpretations ofthe aetivities in which they participate. Therefore, Bames believes that

classroom leaming is a negotiation between teachers' meanings and studentsf understandings - a

give and take between teachers and students as they construet shared understandings through

face-to·.face communication. He argues that classroom leaming is based primarily on the

relationship between what students know and wbat teachers offer them in,classrooms. So the
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patterns ofcommunication in classrooms represent a crucial aspect in the leaming process in that

they constrain or enhance, to a greater or lesser degree, students' participation in leaming and in

the construction ofknowledge.

Patterns ofclassroom communication illustrate not only what actually occurs in a

language classroom, but aise what teachers and students bring to the language classroom, and

how that shapes what takes place there. The interrelationship between teachers' and students'

interactions and their pre-existing knowledge detines both the teachers and their students as to

who they are, what they know, and how they aet and interaet, why they do se and aIse shapes how

they will communicate with one another. Thus~ the patterns ofclassroom communication can aIse

be understood as shared understandings of how, whe~ where, why and with whom language is to

be used. These patterns are not permanent. They are continually construeted, reconstrueted and

negotiated by teachers as they attempt to control the patterns ofclassroom communication and by

students as they interpret and respond to what their teachers say, do and expect. Teachers' control

ofthe patterns ofcommunication is shaped, in part, by their frames ofreference, by aspects of

their professionaI and practical knowledge which in tum shape how they interpret and understand

their own and their students' communicative behaviour within a classroom context. In addition,

students' perceptions ofthe patterns ofcommunication are shaped by their frames ofreference;

the norms and expectations they hold for their own and their teachers' communicative behaviour

based on their prior experiences as students, observers of life and teachers' discursive practices. In

this Chapter, 1present the language use by the teachers and students at the Zhonguo school. 1will

examine the factors which shape the teachers' and students' language use.
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• General Emerging Patterns

The world is oflhe opinion Ihat those ....ho know Chinese characters are wise and worthy, whereas those
who do no! /cnaw characters are simple andstupid

Zheng Qiao (1104-1162) in Tong Zhi [Encyclopedie annaIs).

Teachen

Teachers' training, their knowledge and beliefs

What teachers bring to their classrooms shapes what they do and how they use language. This

includes their prior experiences as students, their knowledge ofthe subjeets, other persona! and

professional knowledge about teachin& leaming, classroom contexts, and their theoretical beliefs.

Ofthe six teachers 1observed, none has been trained as a Chînese language arts teacher in

China. The knowledge they bring ta the classroom is from their prior experiences as students in

• China and their teaching experiences from teaching other subject matter. However, their general

knowledge about China such as the culture and history ofthe country brings a valuable addition

to their teaching at the Zhonguo school.

Ali six teachers received their higher education in China. 1assume that their knowledge

about China is satisfactory as they were brought up and went to schaol in China. Their

knowledge is not limited to the subject matter. The environment they grew up in contributes in an

important way to wbat they bring ioto the classroom. 1use excerpts from my transcriptions to

illustrate how their knowledge shapes the content oftheir lessons, for example, the following

excerpt is ftom Ms Huang's kindergarten class.

•
The teaching context for this excerpt is learning new Chïnese characters (how to write

new words - a core aetivity in ail teaching ofChïnese). Ms Huang shows a picture ofa panda,
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• then the charaeter for 'panda'; after that she approaches the individual students to make sure that

they remember what the characters for 'panda' looks like.

&copt1- 'panda'

(AlI discourse in the excerpts bas been transeribed from the videotapes, on occasion supported by
field notes. The name ofthe speaker is stated in English, immediately fol1owed by the original
utteranœ in the language in which it was said. When the utterance is in Chïnese, 1have given a
translation into English directIy under the Chînese texts. In case ofcode switching within a Chinese
teX!, the English ward is printed in bold typeface).

Ms Huang: i!l!ft~ ~PM?

What is this?

San: m!m!
Panda!

•

•

Min:

Liang:

Ms Huang:

Ms Huang:

Ms Huang:

Liang:

Ms Huang:

~!Mi, ~li-~-Œ~mo

Teacher, l have one at home.

ftm1i 0

1aIso have one [a few more students raise their bands]

~T,~mm,* ••a~o~~~m&~~~~~~~~~o
Right, how clever you are! Now you should also know how it is written in
charaeter [shows the picture ofthe cbaraeters to students]

~ttT~?~-~*~~~~~,~=~*~M~~.o
Remember? The first word is a bear and the second is a cal
[She approaches everyone individually showing the characters and asks
them to read.]

:Mil!\!.ü:1t(fj~.PM?
Ras anyone seen a real panda?

~o

l have.

tEPJJL?
Where?
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• Liang: Bio 0 Cl The zoo
er..[tries ta think ofthe Chïnese ward for zoo]
The zoo 0

•

•

Ms Huang: PM, 1ê:~mB9ih~ (la Ilij?
~ the zoo, is it a zoo in China?

Liang: [nods his head in an uncertain manner1

Ms Huang: ~Jili:~ in 9=t ~~ifB9 TJJ4'M, ~ft tE~ JIl t fTlili.AJ~lIli lm JII tE IIJJ?
Panda is a unique animaI that lives ooly in China. It habits in Sichuan.
Ooes anyone know where Sichuan is?

SaIl: [no answer]

Ms Huang: ftin~ LiI~[tk~l*,1f1'iIf!nPq:lt*, ~1'i&lfpqLm,

Œif~i&:nPqlmJII Cl ~JHfTfl~~ll~L1J,

WL*fiT~,~.~.~~~~KL~~~To
Our China is very very big. She bas a place called Beijing, a place called
Shanghai and aIso a place called Sichuan. In Sichuan there are many high
Mountains. On the mountains there grow bamboo trees. And you know
what pandas like eating MOst - the leaves on these trees.

Teaching language cannat be separated ftom teaching culture and history. But how teachers

embed the culture and historical events in their teaching is very different. Ms Huang tells the

students about Chînese geography. It is natura! for her to bring the subject up and she states

that 'it's aJso important 10 let the kids know about their country as they begin to acquire

know/edge' (interview Ms Hung in Feb, 1998). Sorne students know ooly that they are ftom China

without knowing specifica11y where in China. For exampl~ 1 interviewed a student, Tian, ftom

Ms Leefs class. Since 1wanted to find out ifhe uses a regionalect or Mandarin at home, 1asked

him 'where are JOU from in China?' The answer was: fI amfrom China!' When 1pointed out that

1am aware ofthe fact that he is from China, but that 1would Iike to know what province or city
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he was frOID, he became confused and did not answer UDtil 1explained the question to mm three

times. 1am sad in a way that children like Tian seem to have no concept ofChina as a country.

Perhaps it is because they are not mature enough; perhaps they have never heard ofChina as a

nation but ooly as a remote place somewhere.

Teachers' Theoretical Beliefs

The theoretical beliefs that teachers hold about leaming and teaching influence to a high degree

their expeetations,their instruetional judgements and decisions. Pajares (1992) suggests that

beliefs are formed early in life through a process ofcultural transmission and that they help shape

the ways in which we construct an understanding ofourselves and the world. Teachers'

theoretical beliefs aet as filters which have an effect on their thinking and information processing.

This tilter effect also plays a critica1 role in shaping a person's perceptions and behaviour.

Teachers' theoretical beliefs do not operate in isolation, but are interrelated with other beliefs.

These beliefs are connected with their early experiences as students. When teachers enter a

classroom, they bring with them an accumulation ofprior experiences that together with their

upbringing and cultural background form their attitudes and Weltanschauung (world-view or

philosophy oflife). Beliefs can usually become stable and hard to change.

In China, competition is a way oflife. Students compete to get into one ofthe better

primary schools; they compete to get ioto a key point secondary school (Lin, 1995; Gasper, 1989)

and they compete for admission to higher education and universities. Competition occurs

ubiquitously but is particularly prominent in the examination system, which bas played an

important mie in Chînese society throughout history. The Chïnese examination praetice dates

back to the Sui Dynasty (c. 400 AD) when it was introduced by Emperor himself: It developed
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further over the centuries and lasted until it was abolished in 1905, shortly before the end ofthe

Qing Dynasty (I644..1911). For fourteen bundred years, state examinations were relied upon to

select Mandarins (senior officials) for all important and influential positions within state and

government. Scbolars who went through years of study and successfully passed a series of

examinations at increasingly advanced levels were given titles, power, prestige, and land. Since

the competitive examinations determined social rank, wea1th and occupational achievement, the

examination system came to exert a profound influence on the attitude ofMOst Cbinese people

towards education, in particular higher education, and their valuing ofacademica1 degrees. In

contemporary China this tradition of improving social status through education and degrees is still

alive and virtually ail Chinese teacbers bave a tirm beliefthat doing weil at examinations is the

onIy gate to sucœss in this Iife. In Canada, at Zhonguo schoo~ lhis belief is still held by MOst of

Chinese parents and teachers. For example, the following excerpt illustrates how a teacher's belief

in examinations shapes ber manner ofteaching.

Ms Gu is preparing her grade 6 class for the midtenn examination. She has made a trial

examination paper for ber students to try out. In order to guide and help the students, she writes

down every single ward on the bIackboard and goes through one exercise after another. The

following excerpt ilIustrates bow she prepares ber students for the forthcoming examination.

Excerpt 2 - 'examiIUltiOIl'

•

Ms Gu: *Bté9ÀTiINf~..t, ftflf$fnfro ttJL~Àfla ~~~fnrlX~

Ît.M.i!JU!, JiJf~-~~~M.Do you understand?

~~m~B~+~~,~~~~~,.~A_~,.~~MOOo

Thase who came late make the previous exercise during the break. Okay? ru belp
you ta make them, 1will tind sorne other students to help you catch up. It is
important that you follow me now, because a1l the examination items will he
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•
Tu:

MsGu:

chosen from sorne ofexercises we are doing today. You must copy them down, do
YOD undentand? There are probably ten sentences trom here, sorne ofthem will
he dietation, sorne ofthem will be fill in blanks.

~msi!~~?

Ali the words.

it~~tl~~~o
Ali the words with underlining.

Ms Gu emphasised the importance ofcopying down the answers ofthese exercises. She told the

class that the examination would he chosen from the exercises while indicating that doing weil on

examinations is essential for them. She guided the students to find the right answer for the

questions. Though sorne students complained that it went too fast for them., she did not try to slow

down. Instead she suggested to them: 'ta make them during the breaJc'. She is communicating the

message to them that Dothing is more important than examination scores. Since the examinations

• have been determining one's fate in China for hundreds ofyears~ her beliefs in the traditional

system May be tao strong to he changed even OOW wheo she lives in Canada. This educational

examination system bas a tremendous impact 00 her beliefs, as it bas 00 my beliefs (some times)

and on that ofhundreds ofthousands ofChïnese. For them (us), education is the same as an

examination and a test for giving right answers. Emperor Chen Tong ofSung Dynasty (reigned

998-1022) bas summed up the rea1 meaniDg oCeducation in the most succinct and coovincing

way. In bis 'Exhortation ta Leaming' there are these four lines ofverse (quoted ftom Hu, 1984,

p.lS):

•
In books there are bouses ofgold;
In books there are thousands ofbushels ofgrain;
In books horses and carriages abound;
ln books CQ1I !Je found women with complexions ofjade
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• In Chinese, the word 'leaming' - dushu- means 'ta read books' or rather 'to remember by heart

what the book contains'. This is the traditional Chïnese way ofacquiring knowledge. Here the

mentioning of 'books' as repositories ofgreat riches indicates that learning or academic education

is the path ta suceess in lire. Superficially the four items mentioned have to do with shelter, food,

transportation. and marriage., but no Chinese could miss the metaphorical reference to position,

weai~ power and sex.

Not all the teachers' beliefs have negative effect. Chînese are raised to love their culture

and country. Patriotism is promoted and emphasised through the teaching ofsubjects such as

Chînese history, music, and geography, etc. The helief in loyalty to one's country, filial piety and

respect for one's ancestors shapes the life styles and world-view ofChînese people (Geertz, 1983)

. Let us look at the next excerpt - from Ms Peng's grade five class.

• Excerpt J - 'ancestor'

Xiao-Qing: :&tfJ 9=s :t- IIf#IJ 7* 0

My Chinese is horrible.

Ms Peng: ijt)f'~St#.!~f.lo

It won't get better ifyou don'! practice.

!t!t~,~.f*OO ~ ~~,{*â9~)t*il.~jg!F~~ ~À, iiJ~{*~ ~
~~œ=.*w~~*-~.~~m,~~m~~*WToiiJ~~
~~~~1"'~IiIÀo .~~jgtw, A~~~Ii!{*é9.

~~i!~Tm~m*.~ T 0

Think about going back to China, your cousins and relatives think that you
are Chînese, but you can't speak their language, reeognise any ofthe signs
on the street, not to mention writing anything, ah, howevery you look like
Chînese. What do you say? Don~ you think: people willlaugh at you., ah?
Look at this child,. he bas forgotten bis ancestors, bis roots, what a shamel

(Chinese people are very aware ofthe reverence they owe to their ancestors and sorne are
quite SUPerstitious also, expecting their ancestors ta take care ofthem whenever help is
needed).
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• Although first addressing Xiao-Qing, Ms Peng quickly changed ber direction and spoke to all

students in the class. Her immediate reaction to Xiao-Qing's statement - 'My Chinese is homb/e'

- was to tell her to practice. This reflects ber frequently stated beliefthat only practice and

repetition are efficient means to leam a language. But she saon tumed to another aspect ofhaving

ta horrible Chïnese', that it would ooly make people in China laugh and provoke contempt. She

emphasised this point by making a patriotic speech. Her beliefs about being a proud Chinese

acted as a powerful tilter through which she made it clear that it is important for a Chinese to

leam the Chînese language.

Structure ofcommunication pattern.

• Teachers control what goes on in their classrooms through the ways in which they use language.

Mehan (1979) argues that typically, they retain this control through a question-answer mode of

interaction which cao he characterised as following a pattern ofacts: an initiation aet (teacher), a

response aet (student), and an evaluation aet (teacher). This pattern ofaets bas become to he

charaeterized as the I-R-E structure (Mehan1979).

In general teaching in Zhonguo school would appear to he mainly in the I-R-E format. My

videotape data indicate that teacher ta1k corresponds ta more than 60 % ofthe total number of

utterances in their classroom discourse. Teachers also take conversational initiative and often

limit the students' responses to simple utterances within a restrieted range ofgrammatical and

syntaetical constructions. Excerpt 4 is an example ofthis type of interaction mode. It is taken

from videotape ofGrade 2, where Ms Lee was teaching a new character 'da' ( to beat).
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• Excerpt 4 - 'how to beat'

•

•

Ms Lee:

Ding:

Ms Lee:

Ding:

Ms Lee:

Ssomc:

Ms'Lee:

Ssomc:

Xiang:

Ms Lee:

Xiang:

Ms Lee:

San:

r[m~in~jTt3fi~B9jr, tÉ~~tT ÀB9tT 0

Next, we are going to leam how to write the tT(beat) in traf&~ (sweep and
clean the classroom), which is also the same fT as in jTA. (beat persan).

1T~

Fire 800.

fT ÀagtT, ~WN;1T À~N:1T~, ~m{f·~IJH?

fT in fT À, no matter whether it is beating a person or firing a gun, you will have
to use something, what?

~o

Gun.

m.~?

Would you use mouth?

.m .
use .

ffl~o .~fi*â9~~fif+~~PM?
You'd use your hand.
What is the radical in charaeters related ta hand?

[no answer]

~f-~*?
Related to band?

m:~*o
It's band radical.

lIf-*o
Rand radical [together with Lee].

tlf-*, ~~~,*~~~~~~ff~q?&
Rand radical, how to write it? Everybody, can you remember this [demonstrates
band radical on the blackboard]? What is it called?
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• Ms Lee: tTÀ~tr, tTaft~B9tT, f.§~.-tll~fi*, fi1f~ftSfi/l~~~/Io
'beat' in beat a person, 'beat' in clean up the classroom, bath are related to band,
that's why they contain the radical ofl!band radicaV1

•

•

San: II~* *11
Ilhand radicalll [/1- /1 for simultaneously]

In this excerpt, the teacher's initiation consists ofan assertioll ntIr in IrA, no matter whether il

is beatin, a person or Dring a gun. you will have to use something, what?" It indicates to the

students that they are to name the right ward 1land'. Ding's response, 'gun', is an incorrect answer.

It is not evaluated by Ms Lee; instead it is followed by a second initiation with another questio~

"wouldyou use your mouth?". The student seems to miss the eue and instead merely responds

'...use... ' Ms Lee continues the evaluation with the correct answer, "you'd use your hand. "Then

she starts another initiation by asking a question: " What is the radical in characters related to

hand?" She seems to be cueing the indication to her students that she would like to hear the word

'band radical'. This exchange between Ms Lee and students continues until everybody in the

classroom simultaneously says 'hand radical'. Ms Lee ends her eva1uation by saying, "'beat' in

beat a persan, 'beat' in wipe andclean the classroom, both are re/ated to hand, thal's why they

contain the radical of/Ihand radical/I".

As Excerpt 4 illustrates, the I-R-E pattern allows teachers to maintain control over the

structure ofclassroom communication. When Ding gives the incorrect answer, Ms Lee initiates

another question, indicating to other students that Ding was wrong and they need ta give the

correct response. Ms Lee maintains strict discipline by barring students' attempts to self-initiate

discourse. The question arises why Ms Lee uses I-R-E North-American style ofclassroom
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•

discourse. Perhaps the explanation is that this style is universal in teacher talk and discourse

rather than culture specifie.

Tescher utterances

Wben teachers address students, they either exclusively speak Cbïnese, as in the case ofMs Peng,

Ms Lee and Ms Huang, or, as in the case ofMs Wang and Ms Gu, use sorne English to support

their utterances in Chinese which remain their predominant language. More than 6001'0 of their

utterances are in Chînese. Their language use contrais the pattern ofcommunication (I-R-E), the

contents ofthe lesson and influences alse the students' language use in the classrooms.

Preformulation and re/annulation (MacLure & French, 1980) are the strategies used by

teachers ta indicate to students what they want. Pre/omm/arion used by the teachers serves ta

orientate the students to the cootext of the question and provides sorne indication ofhow it should

be answered. For example, in Excerpt 4, Ms Lee was trying ta introduce the new ward 'da'. She

wanted the students ta recognize the radical ofhand. Thus, she asked a prefonnulated question:

"'da' in da ren, no matter whether it is heating a persan or Dring a gun. j'OU will have ta use

something, what?" This question is a eue for the students to give the correct answer 'use band'.

However, most ofstudents miss the eue and say aImost whatever comes ta their minds. Since the

students' responses were oot what Ms Lee expected, she uses another strategy, re/onnulation,

which involves rephrasing the question so that it is less complex and more specifie. Hec

reformulated question, "Wou/dyou use your mouth [to beatJ?"'1S an attempt to help her students

produce the correct answer that she wants.
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• The teachers' English language Use:

When 1analysed the transeript ofthe video ofgrade S and grade 6,1 discovered that MOst ofMs

Wang and Ms Gurs utterances in English are restricted to instructions. They do not use English

for in..<fepth explanation ofsubject content~ but ooly for instructional purposes. The following

excerpt illustrates their use ofcode switching in English for instructions. The context is that Ms

Wang was separating the students into two groups and each group should take a role in reading

the dialogue from text.

Excerpt S - 'first, second'

Ms Wang: JE,:pj:*-il 0 f$ infirst, {$insecond, after change, Okay? One, two.
Good, Lets try again. You fin~ You second, after cbange. Okay? One,
two.

• Group 1:

Group 2:

Group 1:

Group 2:

i*ilJt!F~?
Which grade are you in?

~~li~~o

1 am in grade 5.

i$~i~IXilf~?

Can you speak Cbinese?

yeso

•

1mentioned earlier in chapter 3 that Ms Wang's English is rather rudimentary in spite of the faet

that she bas been in Canada for more than four years. She does not appear to have sufficient

proficiency in English to teach academic content in English. The few words that make up ber

English vocabulary all stem from the basic English tessons she received as a student in China. 1

recognise severa! ofher phrases such as the formulaic chunks 'read after me', 'look at the
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•

blackboard' and 'one, two, begin' as typical English teacher language in standard use. 1even used

those phrases myselfwhen 1was a teacher in China and 50 did my English teacher when 1was a

student. Why she insists on using English words here and there is difficult to tell. Obviously, she

is aware that the students can understand 'one', '!wo', 'begin' just as weil in Chinese as in English.

It may he that she believes that repeating an instruction in English emphasizes its conten~ makes

it stand out a tittle, as using bold font in writing a text. When 1asked her about this, she simply

said: " some students don't understandChinese enough to fo/low instructions in Chinese on/y. n

To sorne ex:tent this maybe the case, but the few English words she uses canjust as easily be

understood by the students in Chinese. Perhaps she thinks it is a way to control the classroom

events, to get attentio~ to underline a command as 'Look here!'

The teachers never appear to use French as an instructionallanguage, aetually 1never

observed them utter one single ward in French. 1believe the obvious reason is that none ofthem

speaks French or speaks ooly little French. Most Chinese do not consider knowledge of French

language as useful in an international context. Even Chinese immigrants in Quebec prefer to study

English and become fluent and praticient in that language rather than in Frenc~ because they

tend to see English as a gateway ta the rest ofthe world whereas they tend to see French as a

limitation to a part ofthis country. Most ofthe teachers and parents 1interviewed considered

Quebecois French of little value outside of the province ofQuebec. Although French is spoken in

severa! countries around the world, only knowledge of"standard French" is likely to praye useful

in these countries. The Quebecois vemacular is so different ftom continental French that it is

incomprehensible ta MOst people who are learning French as a second language. In additio~ the

foreign languages that are usually taught in China are English, Iapanese and German, and some
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years ago also Russian. Only language students at coUege or university level have the opportunity

to study French.

Students

When a student enters a classroom, he enters into a communication community where the norms

ofparticipation usually are established by teachers thraugh the pattern of their language use. The

students' perception ofthe norms is based on how they comprehend and respond ta what the

teachers say and do, what they believe the teachers expeet ofthe~ and what they believe is or is

not considered appropriate interaetional behaviour in classrooms. In other words, the students'

previous scheol experiences.. their apprenticeship knowledge, their cultural backgrounds.. their

frames ofreference and perhaps even other aspects determine the way in which they participate in

the events ofcommunication in the classrooms.

Pintrich et al. (1986) argue that students who aetively engage in the creation ofwhat

happens in the classrooms, and affect the classrooms events, are themselves affected by these

events. Although teachers cao control the classroom events and the contents ofthe tesson, the

success ofa classroom event will mainly depend on how students perceive and respond to ~

i.e., how the students cooperate with the teachers. An accurate interpretation ofthe teachers'

expeetation and intention is an important element in the process of leaming. For students to

interpret the teacher correctly, they need to recognise the structure ofthe classroom events.

Philips (1972; p.377) defined this structure as "participant structure" which means the rights and

obligations ofparticipation with respect ta who can talle and when in any social event. For

instance, teachers can interact with one student, some students and the whole class in a particular

way. Thus, they set up mies for the rights and obligations ofparticipation in the interactions.
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Erickson (1982) argues that in arder to successfully participate in the classroom events, students

need to perceive bath the subject matter and social participation structures. The structures of

subjeet matter and social participation are interrelated with each other. The first subject matter,

represents the developmental sequences in the academic task. The latter, socialparticipation.

represents the allocation ofinteractional rights and obligations ofparticipants. These include tums

of speaking, pair of turns, I-R-E patterns and '/istening hehaviour in relation /0 spea/dllg

behaviour' (Johnson, 1995). Teachers and students have ta constantly make new judgements

about these structures in the classroom events. Students' perceptions ofthe patterns ofclassroom

communication represent an essential companent for understanding how students comprehen~

participate in, and learn from classroom events. This can be gleaned from observation ofwhat

they do, or what they think they do.

The context for the following excerpt from the videotape was Ms Huang's class. She was

attempting ta teach the children how to write numbers in Chinese.

E:ccerpt 6 - 'to count'

Ms Huang: i!~Jt?

What number is this? [demonstrates with tingers]

Hong: =., ~o

Three, four.

Lan: (mo

Four.

Ms Huang: : i!~JL?
What number is this?

San: -, -, .::.. .
One, two, tree .
[Hunag writes numbers on the backboard in Chinese]
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• Hong: ~frfi, ftmm=1Jl=Jfrml 0

Teacher, 1know two plus three equals four [sic.~.

•

•

Ms Huang: : ffljf 0

Verygood.

Lan: ~m~fIt.*o
1can aise do math.

Ms Huang: lfUBij !
Very clever!

Ms Huang: lliE, f\~fiJL"t~TIIfif?

Now, how many wheels are there in a car? [shows pieture]

SaIl: ID) -t 0

Four.

Ms Huang: -, - .
One, two .

SaIl:
three...

Ms Huang: Jt:if'1l T 0 [§~~~~~* T 0 1*~*r~~tto 1$~~~fR#jX

~1"", itl'lJI;Ast€i"1$ft, ~~?
1am not going to count any more, because Liangliang is standing up now. 1
won't count unIess you sit down, [to Liangliang] you like this, don't you? 1
let you look at it during the break, okay?

Ti: ~tf!..~o

1like it, too.

Ms Huang: 1$fn$ar~ti 0 -, =, =...
You are all allowed to have a look. Now, one, two, three....

In this context, students are not allowed to generate any content oftheu- own. Ms Huang stops the

communication to readjust the class events as Liangliang stands up. Liangliang is unru1y, disrupts

the order ofdiscipline. This is seen as serious misbehaviour and immediate correction is
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• necessary. Ms Huang frequently uses promises and threats such as ft/'1/ /et}'OU ... n and "1 won't

count un/essJOU sil down" ta make the students accept her commands and agree ta behave

themselves in an orderly fashion.

Being barn in different places and having had different exposures ta the Chinese language

and culture can prafoundly affect the language proficiency ofthe Zhonguo students. l sensed that

the proficiency level of the students in each class varies widely. 1observed that some students

have full command ofthe language and participated actively in the lessons, whereas other

students were limited to simple sentence structures and rarely initiated interaction and mostly

preferred ta respond ta teacherst questions in monosyllabic phrases ooly. Noticeable are the

signiticant differences between the age levels of the students in each class.

• Language ofaddress

The language taught at Zhonguo school is used almast exclusively for fonnal speech. When

students address their teache~ they use mainly Mandarin. Not surprisingly in Ms Pengts, Ms

Huang's and Ms Leets classes, out ofall student-teacher utterances, more than 95% are in

Chinese. Tbese three teachers have already set up rules, implicitly and explicitly, ofnot speaking

any other language than Chînese. For example on one occasion 1observed right after her class

began, Ms.Peng stressed that everyone should use Chïnese only - in her class as weil as in the

school at large. She does not only emphasize the importance ofusing Chînese in class, but she

aIso explains why it is sa important ta know the language. She explains to the students:

•
II [the childrents Chinese] won'l gel betler ifyou don't practice. Think about going
back to China, your cousins andrelatives think that }'OU are Chinese, butyou con't
speak the;r language, recognize any ofIhe signs on the streel, not 10 mention writing
anything, ah, however, JOU look Chïnese. What do you say? Don't}'OU thinkpeople
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•

wi/llaugh alyou, ah? Lookal this chi/d, he hasforgotten his ancestors, his roots,
what a shame!

It was my observation that the students in these three classes tend to use Chinese when answering

the teacher's questions and doing class tasks (see examples in individual classes).

Sînce none ofthe teachers has assigned group work to any students, 1did not observe

student-generated leaming tasks. Thus, student interaction amoog themselves is oot pronounced

in the classrooms. Student-generated tapies are not found. Teachers control the communication

patters in the classroom. In gener~ the utterances ofstudents are less than 4Q01O. Differences in

the teachers' control of patterns ofcommunication influence the extent to which students use

language during the lessons. I-R-E patterns tend to limit the student's language use to simple

sentences and short responses. However, during recess, there is no limitation to their utterances

and the students tend to use French and English for their social interactions.

The context ofthe following excerpt is the hall next to the foot ofthe escalator. Two boys,

Iun and Tian, are playing there during the break. The escalator is going down. There is a school

rule that students are not allowed to playon the escalator (see Appendix F, ruJe No. 1).

Excerpt 7- 'the escalator'

100: Moi. .. je peux monter.

Tian: Moi aussi. ..mais c'est défendu...

Iun: Je m'en fou. [He climbs up the escalator against the direction].

Iun: Tu viens...toi...c'est facile...viens

Tian: Attends...je viens [he, tao, climbs the escalator].
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• Jun chooses to ignore the school regulations. He dares bis fiiend Tian to foUow him. For tbis kind

of recess activity, the boys choose a language in which they can easily express bath self-

promotion - "Moi...je peux" and "Moi aussi... n and persuasion - "Tu viens... toi ... c'est facile ... Ir.

The language is used in an affective way, aimed at manipulating a fiiend ta do what the speaker

(Jun) wants mm to do and ta show self-confidence.

Individual Classroom Results

In arder to find out how and why students and teachers use language, 1transcribed the videotapes

with the help of my field notes (see appendix C) and recollections ofmy c1assroom observations.

l counted the utterances ofchildren and teachers. 1noted the language use and calculated the

• percentage ofeach language use by categorising them into the following patterns: language used

by teacher to student, by student to teacher, and by students to each other.

In chapter S, 1use the interview data to analyse the children's explanation oflanguage use

to find the motivations behind these choices of language use.

Grade K - Ms Huang

Ms Huang is the teacher ofthis kindergarten class. She started class with reviewing sorne Chïnese

charaeters trom last week by showing pietures ofthase characters. Then she began a new lesson

by introducing new words and helping the children memorise them.
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Table 5: Grade K Ilttenulca

Teacher-student Student-teacher Student-student

Total 302 57.1% of 209 39.5% of 18 3.4% of

n=529 utterances utterances utterances

Chïnese 300 99.3% 204 97.6% Il 61.1%

English 2 0.7% 5 2.4% 7 38.9010

French 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5 shows the percentage of language used by students and teacher when addressing one

another. The total utterances are 529; teacher's utterances are 302, which correspond to 57.1% of

the total utterances. The 209 students-teacher utterances correspond to 39.5% oftotal number of

utterances. And student-student utterances take ooly a small percentage, 3.4%, oftotal number of

utterances. In my discussion ofthe results., 1will illustrate sorne examples from my transcriptions

ofdata from the videotapes.

This class is a typicaJ refleetion ofa teacher-direeted lesson. As 1mentioned earlier, this

particular tesson was also organised around a basic question/answer fonnat. Ms Huang

consistently used Chînese te address the children in the class; the children's language use varies in

different situations. For example, the following excerpt illustrates the ways in which she used

language to control the structure and content ofthis lesson. As 1had observed severa! times

before, she paid more instrlletional attention to the meaning that was communicated and less to

the structure ofthat communication. In this excerpt, Ms Huang bas just reviewed two characters

If-r-'shi zi' (lion).
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• Excerpt B - '1;011'

MsHuang:: .T~ZP~PJiJ?

How does a lion sound?

Ming: [making lion sounds]

Ms Huang: !lJT~-!k1:lift~?

What is on the lion's head?

Din: ~

Hair.

Ms Huang: !IJT ~~~Ril~, Xf:if'xt?
Licn's haïr is beautiful, isn't it?

Liang: iI~~ fI~~ tiger jf
BeautifuI, beautifuI tiger good.

Ms Huang: tigerlf, nger J! ft~ Pf?
Tiger is good, what is tiger?

• Ssome: ~lJto

tiger.

Ms Huang: ~fJËmtlt~~, Of ~~jffâf
Tiger is aise very beautifu~ but 1am just scared of it~

Liang: Tiger is eating [making a eating gesture by exposing his teeth]

Ms Huang: JEtE.T~1@ T, §5~~-~~*T, i!~it~?

Now the lion runs away, but another [animal] is coming. What is this?

San: ~tJio

Tiger.

Ms Huang: ft{ntk}are~lJËniffiIl!l#!I!pe, eJlIJ'Ëm~~fnT 0 I@l, lEJ~peo

Let's put the tiger back to the forest as weIl, otherwise it might bite us. Run,
go back.
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The structure ofher tesson also fol1ows the I-R-E interactional sequence. Ms Huang starts ber

initiation by asking "how does a lion sound?" This indicates to the students that they are 10

respond by making such a sound. Without evaluating student Ming's response, she goes on to ask

a new question. After receiving an answer, she now gives her evaluation together with a new

initiation: "Lian's hair is beautiful, ;sn't it?". This dialogue continues following I-R-E sequences

or alternative I..R-E structures.

Her understanding ofwbat ber students try to tell her and ber way of sustaining the use of

the language are typical ofher control ofcontent in ber classroom lessons. Here Ms Huang is

more concemed with understanding what Liang is trying to say than with the incorrect

grammatical (wrong code and no verb: "beautiful, beautiful tiger good") response. She accepts

what Liang produces and, inre~ provides a correct linguistic construction -"the tiger is good".

She does not correct Liang's grammatical mistake directly. Instead ofher evaluation, she initiates

another question to all students .."what ;s a figer", attempting to have the students produce the

correct answer.

Teacher-student utteranees

The only two English utterances in Ms Huang's discourse to the students that 1 noted are

repetitions such as what student Liang bas articulated. When Liang wanted to express bis

comments on 'tiger', he was unable to remember the word in Chînese.

Liang: iI~~ tI~é9 tiger if.
Beautiful, beautiful tiger good.

Ms Huang: tiger:lT, tiger J%1t~ iii?
Tiger is good, what is tiger (in Chînese)?

Ssome: ~t!o

tiger.
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Here, she switched code, using the English word 'tiger' as an initiation question indicating to the

children that they should give a correct answer in Chïnese. And at the same tinte she used it to

check ifother children also know how to say 'tiger' in Chinese. Despite these two observed

utterances in English, she seemed to prefer to speak only Chinese, and the remainder of her

utterances in my observations ofber class was exclusively in Chînese. The following example

illustrates how she uses Chinese ta introduce new Chînese charaeters to the children.

Excerpt 9 - 'dog'

Ms Huang: ~~~{n~~JL-t-I1f*o 'Ë{n~1$fné9ifJDJÎ.io @~m(E

~mŒ~~~~~m,~~~m~~~tt~o@~m-R
~mT'Ëm,~m~~.~~,~&~.~~m~o
roday, we are going to learn a few new words. They are YOUf very good
tiiends. But right now, they don't want to meet you yel, because you have
never met them [in charaeter]. Once you know them, you wililike them.
They willlike you too.
[looks at children in silence and takes out the first word]

Ms Huang: ~tfo ~~attM, fQ~Â~#~'Ë, ~1&~~P~g*é9Pi1T

lê:i!f-F â9 0

Sit nicely. (1t) is an animal. Many people like il. 1like it, too. The sound it
makes is like this [she barks like a dog]

San: #B
Dog.

Ms Huang: ~i!*F p~ é9 0

It makes such sounds [she barks]

SalI: !fil
Dog.

Ms Huang: #1* ~ JP~~ Cl 0 fl;I~ffiJP~g*8'tC5*tt~Q*o .HT ,
i!~ftz~?
Loo~ there is a mouth in the word ofdog, because when il is barking, it
opens its mouth very big, like this [she exaggerates her facial expression
with her mouth open}. Okay, have a very good look at~ what it is called?

San: ~o

Dcg.
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• As 1have mentioned before in chapter three~ Ms Huang bas a special way ofteaching children.

Song, riddle~ lullaby, praise and with much encouragement in her classroom, even the most

boring content cao become an interesting lesson. In my opinion., she is the best qualified teacher

at the Zhonguo schooL and her way ofteaching is quite atypical. She stimulates the imagination

ofher students~ makes them participate actively in the class room aeth·ities. She harks as a dog to

demonstrate the big mouth needed for such a sound and makes it obvious to the students that the

radical of 'mouth' (Cl) is an important part ofthe charaeter for 'dog' (~).

Student-teacher utterances

In order to participate appropriately in a classroom event~ students need to understand the norms

ofthe class which are established by the teacher. The earlier example 1gave about Liang's use of

• the ward 'tiger in English sets up an example of how Ms Huang establishes her norms.

Her way of initiating the questio~ "what is 'tiger' ;11 Chillese?", gives the class the

impression that knowing 'tiger' in Chînese is important. At the same time, she aIso sends out the

message that it is not welcome to speak other languages than Chînese in the classroom. So when

the students converse with her~ they use Chïnese. The ncxt excerpt illustrates how the students

learn a content matter as weil as how to use measure words correctIy. Measure words are used in

Chinese much the same way as collective nouns are used in English.

Excerpt 10- 'dog 2'

Ms Huang: i!:1!ftz~?

What is this ward?

•
SaIl: 3fBo

Oog.
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• Ms Huang: ièttT t i!-t~~1ft-*O.
Remember that there is a big mouth [radical] in the middle ofthe dog.

Ms Huang: ~fi Jt1kmA?
How Many tiao legs does a dog have? [Chinese measure ward for dog's leg
is daoj.

Kevin: U91'o
Four ge [the general measure ward for substantive is gef.

Ms Huang: ~:fl:WJ't, ~Lm$m!o

Not four ge, but four dao legs.

Ai: flf\$-f-Fo
Like a car.

Ms Huang: ~'f !
Right.

Ai: ~fi-1""mE

Dog bas one ge tail.

• Ms Huang: -~~Bo

One tiao tail.

Xiao-Ping: ='~lBIo
Three tiao legs.

Ms Huang: U91RmA, =:~IiI~/f'tfjË!! T 0

Four dao legs, it cannot walk weil with three tùzo legs.

Ms Huang: i!~iti~?

What is this word?

San: #io
Dog.

Ms Huang: ~lfJt$mR?

How many tiu legs does a dog have?

Sail: llQ~o

Four dao.

Ms Huang: JL1kJiE?

• How many dao tails does it have?
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• Ai: -1'
//Gnege.1I

Ssome: -~o

/lOne tiao.!!

Ms Huang: Jl~?

How many dao? [emphasises tiao]

San: -~o

One dao.

Ms Huang: Jl.ROR?
How many zhi eyes? [emphasises zhi which is the measure word for eye]

Stèw: ~~m

Two tiao eyes.

Ms Huang: IL oR Olt?
How many zhi eyes?

• Sfew:

ft:
Huang:

Sail:

~1'-o

Twogeo

Jl e?
~,.

How many :hi? [emphasises vlll

Twozhi.

•

In this excerpt, students demonstrate their ability in using and understanding Chinese. Despite the

I-R-E pattern, which aIlows them to use only two orthreewords sentences, they seem~ from my

observation, ta be very concentrated on their learning. From their involvement and active

participation in the c1assroom events, they did not seem to me ta disapprove ofthe teacher's

control. They received the teaching in a meaningfuI and authentic context. Sorne ofthe children

did not know that dogs have four legs; from their conversations with Ms Huan& it seems that

most ofthem did not know aIl the measure words in Chïnese. It is in such a meaningful teaching

environment that leaming will OCCUf•
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•

Student-student utterances

The Student-student utterances in this class correspond to a very smaIl percentage, only 3.4% of

the total number of utterances made in this class. Most of the time, the students are occupied by

the class aetivities, which Ms Huang orchestrates. They are actively engaged in the events around

learnin~ which gives them Iittle time to talk among themselves. Further, Ms Huang does not

assign any pair or group activities. So the situations that would allow them to speak among

themselves in the cIassroom are very rare. The few student-student utterances in Chinese are

related to class events such as shown in the following excerpt. When Ms Huang was reviewing

words for fruits with the children, three ofthe~ who were sitting together, began this discussion:

Excerpt 11- 'strawberry'

Ms Huang: ~,1jl*Éîii~{t~? 1t;Jé?
Look, what is coming after apple? Liangliang?

Liang: ~tio

Strawberry.

Ms Huang: 1*~~X~~?

Do you like strawberry?

Hong: ft.~o

1Iike it.

•

Hua:

Mei:

Hong:

Ms Huang:

~~~~*o ft~~~;{'fft~~o
1Iike apple, My mom does not buy it [strawberry] for me.

ft:t:" jXIIZ1tt. 0

1 don't like to eat strawberry.

~~jx~lio

1like strawberry.
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• Hong: ttŒ~jtW~D

1like also banana.

Mei: ~t!!-lfjt D

Metoo.

Ms Huang: (Shb...]

Hua: Yak.

[They carried on until Ms Huang stops them for the Dext activity: singing]

These conversations overlapped each other. This seemed to take place during transition to a new

activity, frequently a difficult period to record. Thus, 1May have lost sorne utterances. This poses

a methodological problern for researchers using one camera to record several students talking

simultaneously. But my classroom field notes do confirm that the topic they were talking about

• was related to the class aetivity.

English utterances:

The few English utterances used by the students occurred within the classroom but out of the

class aetivity. Ms Huang decided to take a break a few minutes earlier, sa that 1could interview

her while the childreI! ~ere talking tfeely. The camera..was still on. 1happened to catch the

following conversation. Liangliang was playing with a toy, a kind ofplastic animal, and it

appeared that he did not want to sbare it with anyone.

Excerpt 12 - 'Negotiadon t01s'

•
Liang: No, no.
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Liang: No, no, l'm not giving you.• Jim: [tries ta take it with his hand]

•

•

Kevin: flf!~!{!€ti~m)L 0

He does not want ta give it to you to play 0

Jim: f(~o

1want ito

Liang: 1am not giving it to you. [Liang is almost crying].

Jim: ft~z t ~~Z 0

1want ït, 1want it.

Ms Huang: ~IJIl~Y c i!l!~~mA, f&~~~1$mo f$lE~1trIID~*fj(PEJfllij?

Do not argue anymore. It is his toy, he doesn't want to share. 50, can you
take it home to play?

Liang: l'm not giving it to you...

These utterances conftrnl the report from teachers and parents that students tend to use either

French or English, depending on which public school they attend, in their after c1ass social

aetivities. This is a good exarnple ofthe power ofsocialisation in public schools that can

influence the children's choice of language use. Ms. Huang told me that most of the students in

this particular class bave sorne access ta Mandarin. Sorne ofthe parents already taught their

children pinyin and cbaraeters whicb can make her work easier. Liangliang is the only one who

bas sorne problems occasionally finding the rigbt Chïnese words in the class. In bis spontaneous

utterances, Liangliang used English. 1do not know how many children go ta French school and

how rnany ta English school as 1have limited access ta interviewing aIl the parents. But in the

videotape, 1found no French utterances in Ms Huang's class.
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• Grade 2 .. Ms Lee•

Table 6: Grade 2 utterances

Utterance Teacher-student Student-teacher Student-student

Total 222 64% of 116 33.4% of 9 2.6% of

n=347 utterances utterances utterances

Chinese 222 100% 115 99.1% 4 44%

English 0 0 1 0.90/0 2 22.2%

French 0 0 0 0 ~ 33.3%..)

Teacher-student utterances

• Ms Lee uses exclusively Chinese when she speaks to the students. She aets as an informant who

provides information about the contents that she feels her students need te know about in arder to

answer the questions indicated, as for example in Excerpt 4 - 'how to beat'. In arder to maintain

her role as an authoritative informant, she chooses to exert a greater control over the patterns of

communication ofthe lesson. She disregards a 'wrong' response (jr~ - tire gun), and continues

the lesso~ acknowledging only replies that fit her chosen pattern.

Student-teacher utterances

Before children enter school, they have already acquired sorne oftheir native language. Theyalso

possess an accumulation ofculturally acquired knowledge (Johnso~1995) through which they

•
interpret and respond to the world around them. They are aware of the rules and norms for when,

what and how to talk in different social contexts. In the video recording it appears that the
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children in the Zhonguo school have leamed appropriate Chinese behaviour. For example, they

addre!=" :ileir teachers and other adults not by name but by their titles. Growing up in a Chînese

community, the children have learned the Chinese way ta behave and ta aet together with

acquiring Chinese beliefs and values. Embedded in their use of language is the what, how and

why ofpatterns ofchoice exercised by children.

In the Chinese culture, the respect for parents and teachers is highly valued. ChiIdren are

normally not allowed ta joïn in or interrupt the adults' conversation. That is especially true in the

situation of the Zhonguo school where calm and silence are held in high regard. Students attend

school in arder ta leam from the teachers, not in arder to question or challenge them. Obeying

teachers and adults is encouraged as good behaviour. Conformity is the norm for many children.

Chinese mothers often use "ohey the adliits and cOllform to the ni/es" as a motto for their

children. Chinese students who grow up with this cultural background, will understand and

represent their experiences ta themselves and to others through their language use.

Excerpt 13 - 'Oeaning the classroom'

•

Ms Lee:

Ying:

Ms Lee:

~~,ftID~$.~m*,~~.mft~~~,~~~?

Today, we are going ta learn many new words. So dont waste my time,
right?

~fifi, ~-Œ~ B~$i:t T 0

Lao shi (teacher) rve learned this at home.

~7é~{n~-ilifB9ilo i!iIP~1rt3tt~o itŒ~e.~~i:1:T?

if, 1&rf-o ~jt~ilx, :if'~1rJf~o

Today we are going to Iearn a new lesson. The tesson is called to cleanup
the classroom. Who bas aIready studied it at home? [looks at the raised
bands]
Good, put down your bands. 1will read the lesson first. Donlt open your
bookyet.
[reads text]
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• ~il T, ~fn!l1rt:Jft~o

{fJ\ iW*' ft13.ltf!, flg ~:Jft -r 0

f(fnll!.ft~tr13~' TT~?$Q
The c1ass is over, we are going to cIean the classroom.
You sprinkle the water, [ sweep the floor, he wipes the table.
We make the c1assroom spotlessly clean.

Ms Lee: ft~ïii~l'ii] T, i!iix.!I!i~ftfn~T{tzlJ~?

l am going to ask now, what is the lesson about? What is it said that we
should do?

SaIl: frafi~o

Clean up the c1assroom.

Ms Lee: ~Tftz, 7é~?

What should we do, Tianyi?

Tianyi: ~trt3ft~o

Clean up the classroom.

Jun: ~~Z' ~fn'-'ftz~fln~?
But why don't we do it?

• Ms Lee: ffJ\fn- "Fll~mi& T, 7iÀtrt:lfX~o

You all run away as saon as the c1ass is over. Nobody c1eans [the
c1assroom].

Ms Lee: ~Tftz ?
What should we do?

Jun: ~*o
Sprinkle the water 0

Lee: ifa
Good.

Tianyi: ~f3i&, f&ti~-=f 0

l sweep the t1oor, he wipes the table.

Lee: fliHo
Very good.

Min: Œ1iÀli~.f1io
Should someone aIso rob the blackboard.
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•

•

Notice in the excerpt above how the student addresses the teacher, 'Iaoshi' (teacher). In China,

teachers enjoy a very high status, commanding a high degree of respect. It is an established social

mie that a student cannot address a teacher directly by bis Dame as this would be considered as

bad upbringing by the parents. Children at school should respect and obey their teachers and

comply with the mies the school has made. Any forrn ofviolation ofthe norms of the school or

even those ofthe classroom will he regarded as bad manners and a shame for the family. Because

children are raised to have a sense ofempathy for others, one should always be aware that others

are thinking about you and watching you. Whether your behaviour is appropriate will depend on

the opinion ofother people. Sa for Chinese children training bath in empathy and conformity is a

critical part of their acquisition of social knowledge.

Childreo who grow up in China know that the job ofcleaniog-up-the-classroom is their

responsibility. Normally the class will be divided into small groups and each group will be in

charge either for a day or for a whole week. The detailed job sbariog will he organised by the

leader of the group. The job will he evaluated by sorne kind ofstudent-teacher committee. A

good job will he praised and a bad one will receive criticism. In this way students leam how to be

a member ofa group and they will achieve a sense ofcollectiveness. In Canada the situation is

different as there is a professional cleaning person, a janitor, to do the job. Further, there is no

need to sprinkle water 00 the t100r here, although occasionally it may need washing. In China,

most ofthe classroom t100rs are made ofuntreated bricks which make sweeping the only way of

cleaning them. Water must be sprinkled on the floor, otherwise the whole classroom will be full

ofbrick dust.
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• Srodent-student utterances

Again student-student utterances are not prominent in this class. One reason is that Ms Lee is a

strict teacher and in her classroom small talk is not allowed. Another reason is that there is no

assigned cooperative task that students could solve independently which would require talking to

negotiate. The very small percentage ofstudent-student utterances in Chinese are related ta the

text.

Excerpt 14 .. 'Ta beat'

While Ms Lee was demonstrating how ta write fT (ta beat).

Sushi: i!~'tT', fttri~o

This is 'da', 1beat you [demonstrates with his hand]

Qien: i$.~\~tT~, mi$Ét-J -FtT.f(o
You a1ways beat me, you beat me with your hand.

• Ms Lee:

Qien:

Ms Lee:

~~o

Sit nicely.

~~HT, Of l!i&~:ll:iâ~trftc
[do sit nicely, but he is beating me like this [shows with her hand]

fiei~ A.~~tfo

You both sit nicely.

•

As for the students' utterances in French, ofwhich there Viere a few during this lesso~ 1have

difficulty understanding what they were saying.

In this class l interviewed three students: Chen, Tian and lun who are eight, eight, and

nine years old. Chen attends an English school; the other two go to French schools. When asked

what languages they speak after class, theyanswer "French". Chen claims that because most of

bis classmates speak French, he bas to follow tbem. Chen is the ooly one who speaks Mandarin

at home, Tœn speaks Shanghai dialect and Jun speaks Nanking dialect. Tian told m~ "Chinese is

on/y spoken in class, after class no one speaks Chinese" and "even with a Chinese schoolmate al
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•

•

public school, we still speak French". None ofthem reported reading Chinese books, at least not

on their own. Ifthey were ever interested in a Chinese book. they said, their mothers would help

them read or read aloud to them. When asked what they talk about in French, lun saicl "Play and

fight". They ail came to Canada two or three years ago, in 1995 or 1996.

Notice in the beginning ofthe example in Excerpt 13 where student Ying reports that she

has learned the lesson about 'c1eaning the classroom' at home. Ms Lee made sorne comment about

it. In my interview with ber, she stated that the students' Chînese is better in her c1ass because the

parents consistently use Chînese at home and assist the students in leaming Chinese. She pointed

out that "home readillgplays a crucial raie n in acquiring Chînese as "reading is the core of

leanling". Sbe believes that more reading can help develop the students' ability for acquiring

knowledge; talking-discussing can train their intelligence, motivate them to desire knowledge,

open their horizon and cultivate their thinking.

Grade S - Ms Wang

Table 7: Grade S "ttuances

Utterance Teacher-student Student-teacher Student-student

Total 181 42.3% of 155 36.2% of 92 21.5%of

n=428 utterances utterances utterances

Chïnese 123 68% 126 81.3% 37 40.2%

English 58 320/0 20 13% 21 22.8%

French 0 0 Il 13% 24 26.1%

Cantonese 0 0 0 0 7 0.8%
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• Ms Wang has never taught any subjects ether than music in China. But she recalls cIearly how

she learned English in China - by repetition. "We repealedafter the teacher, again andagain,

this way the words became ours". Generally, language learning in China has adopted an audio-

lingual approach where the teaching emphasizes the formation ofhahits through the praetice,

memorisatio~ and repetition ofgrammatical structures in isolation trom each other and from

contexts of meaningful use. The tbllowing example chosen from the data 1collected ftom her

class ilIustrates the teaching approach that she is familiar with from her experience of Ieaming

English in China. She starts a text by reading it aloud herseIf, then she asks the whole cIass to

repeat it after her.

Excerpt 15 - 'Read after the teacher'.

•

•

Ms Wang:

Ms Wang:

Roska:

Ms Wang:

Ms Wang:

Ssome:

Ms Wang:

Ms Wang:

San:

**m~it, itread ~~j~ifdonotspeak.
Everybody please read after me, read, read, don't talk, do Dot speak.

'=:il
Lesson three.

Comment ça?

Roska, ~Mo ~T, m~~!

Roska, please sit. Okay, read after me!

f$}lJl~ti?

What grade are you in? .

~~1i~t.&o

1am in grade five.

No. Read after me.

f$~JL~ti?

What grade are you in?
f$ilJl~ti?

What grade are yeu in?
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• Ms Wang: ~~li~t&o

1am in grade five.

Sall: ~itli~!lo

1am in grade five.

Ms Wang: f~ A. '~ '~ 'n:~?~l 'l ~Q •

Can yeu speak Chinese?

SaIl: f~ A. '~ '1 'n:Pij ?z;; l 7 log •

Can yeu speak Chinese?

Ms Wang: ~A.z;;o
Yes, 1cano

San: ft A.Z;; a

Yes, 1cano

Ms Wang: f~~~:5jlX~~?

Can yeu also write Chinese?

SaIl: f~~~5j7X~~?

• Can yeu aIso write Chinese?

Ms Wang: ~m~~&*o~Œ~X~~~~~Xo
Yes, 1can aIse write Chinese. l go to Chinese scheel to study Chinese.

Sali: ft~~5j&~o~Œ~X~~~~~Xo
Yes, 1can aise write Chinese. 1go to Chînese schoel to study Chinese.

Ms Wang: Œ*-lXo
Once again.

Ssome: .1f*.-=-- tX 0 - .•

Once again.

Ms Wang: No, no, iE* -lX, Bij sllij?
No~ no, once again, understand?

Mei: Oui.

Yun: Repeat.

Ms Wang: iE*-?X, again.

• Once again, again•
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•

•

The repetition exercise continues led by her. This is followed by pair reading where the students

read dialogues two and two, and group reading where the class is divided into two groups., reading

the same dialogues. Once a student and a language teacher in China myselt: 1recognize the

structure and remember vividly how the classroom communication was construeted. Even the text

of the lesson is very familiar. It is a translation of the English textbooks we used as English

learners at beginner's level decades aga when 1was a student in China. 1also helped Ms Wang

with typing the Chînese translation ofthis book when she began teaching at the Zhonguo school

about a year ago. As ber class is very"special", there is no printed textbook or other teaching

material, which corresponds to the needs of her students.

This pattern ofcommunication and approach ta teaching make me raise the question:

wha~ ifanything, did the children learn trom this repetition exercise? Notice when she asles the

students ta read after her again by saying "once again", sorne students followed her by saying the

same words without paying attention ta what they were saying. 1observed that they moved their

lips like tinle robots following her reading. Not ooly May such a repetition lead to a result very

different from the expectations ofthe teacher, the way she construeted the pattern ofclassroom

communication also limited the opportunity for her students to praetise speaking the language and

prevented them ftom using other grammatical structures. They simply just praetised the same

thing in an isolated clasSfOOfIl-again- and· again for the entire duration of lesson.

Teacher..students utterances

More than 6()OJ& ofthe utterances ofMs Wang are in Chinese. They consist mainly ofher reading

the text aloud to the students. As 1have mentioned sorne examples ofher way ofteaching, 1will
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• teaching, l wiIl not describe her utterances in Chinese. But her utterances in English are worth

Iooking al.

The context for the following excerpt is that Ms Wang was explaining sorne new concepts

and writing them on the blackboard. She was talking about 'he' and 'she'.

Excerpt 16 - 'He and she'

•

Ms Wang:

Sail:

Ms Wang:

Tina:

Ms Wang:

Jane:

Tina:

~ff$, i!"r~fto mŒIl~~. '1&'.
Look carefuIly, this is read 'ta'. Now, repeat after me, 'ta' (he).

'1&'
He'.

[writes 'she' on the board],
i!:~m~~o i!"r~~girl, JJ~-tfm1!boy.

This is aIso 'ta'. This 'ta' is a girl, that 'ta' is a boy.

What, boy and girl?

Yeah.

[to Tina] This is 'he' and this is 'she'.

Okay.

•

Ms Wang has misinterpreted the concept of the persona! pronouns which confused the students.

What she wanted to say was: this 'ta' is the feminine pronoun as EngIish 'she' and this 'ta' is the

masculine pronoun as English 'he'. But that is not made clear by her use of the English words 'boy'

and 'girl'. Still, she continues using that language to support her teaching. This is not always

consistent with the social cohesion of the classroom.
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Student-teacher utterances

Utterances in Chinese:

The high percentage ofChinese utterances from student to teacher does not represent the rea!

situatio~ as many ofthese utterances are generated by text reading. Students are given Iimited

opportunity to use language spontaneously.

Utterances in English:

How do the students reaet to the teacher's utterances? 1have mentioned earlier that it is important

for a student to correctly interpret and respond to the teacher. Sorne students are confused by her

instructions in English. Often they cannot find where they are in the Chinese text or they occupy

themselves with other things as illustrated in Excerpt 17.

Excerpt 17- 'Où sommes-nous?'

•

Ms Wang:

Tina:

Fen:

Sushi:

Ms Wang:

Tina:

Ms Wang:

Tina, [she indicates ta Tina that she should continue reading the neX!
sentence from the dialogue following another student]

Which one?
[classroom is noisy]

He is still picking me!

l'm just joking with her.

Everybody look for YOUf paper and listen, okay. ~1l4j(lit,itft~o First,
Tina.
Everybody look for your paper and listen, okay ~ Wboever 1cali upon
will read. First, Tina.

f$~Jt!F!&?

What grade are you in?

Xiao Fen.
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• Fen: ft~li!F~o

1am in grade five.

•

•

Ms Wang: Good, Roska?

Roska: Où sommes-nous?

Ms Wang: ~il:t, ~~il)(it~~P1J)L* T· ~~.o M*o First, Han.
Look at your te~ ifyou don't look at it.. you'll get lost. You have to look.
From beginning. Fint, Han.

Han: f$Œ~ ..
Can you aise ...

Ms Wang: No, tint.

Han: f$~Jl!F~?

What grade are you in?

First, her utterances in English aet like a signal to the students that they do not need to pay

attention ta what she is saying, because she is going to explain it anyway in English. Secondly,

the text is aIl that they are going ta read. The students have tried for sorne time sa far to remain

attentive, but there is nothing more to catch their attention. 50 the class is unruly; at times in

chaos. Thirdly, from the students' perspective, ifthe teacher can understand Englis~ they might

question why they should try to speak Chinese to her. Ms Wang is not emphasising that they (the

students) have to praetice communicating in Chinese.

Utterances in French:

Not many students use French when addressing theirteacher. The main reason can be that they

know that their teacber does not speak or understand French (as a social knowledge ofwhat, when

and how to talk to a person). But 1observed that at rimes a student uses French to answer ber

questions anyway.
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• Excerpt 18 - 'Chaque personne'

Ms Wang:

Roska:

~ffShh ii1'-À, ft ~ lËtit-t-A? iit1'"À?
Now, Shh each person, what does each person Mean? A~ each persan?

Chacque personne.

•

•

Here Roska answered her in French. Such utterances occurred a few times., relating to topics

initiated by Ms Wang. Pursuant to Bill 101 (a Iaw in Quebec province - see chapter 3)

immigrants must leam French, consequently most ofthe children in Zhonguo school go ta French

schools. That is aise the case in this class. Roska is one of them. His French accent is quite

pronounced. There is no doubt that he is a 'banana'. In China as weil as in overseas Chinese

communities, the expression 'banana' is frequently used ta describe a Chinese persen who is

yellow on the outside (skin) and white (westernised) inside. When the teacher asks a question 50

directly as here, one will answer in one's own language. This is a natura] and very spontaneous

reaetion for Roska.

Student-student utterances

Chinese:

Out ofthe total number of92 student-student utterances, there are 37 utterances in Chinese which

corresponds to 40.2% ofstudent-student utterances. Most ofthe utterances are related ta

classroom events 50ch as reading a10ud and repeating after the teacher; students help each other

with the right pronunciation, finding the right place in the text book; and they aise sometimes read

the text together in pairs or in groups.
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• English:

ln the videotape, this grade S class appears to be out ofcontrol when Ms Wang directs her

attention ta pairs reading. Many students' utterances are indistinct. Several students are talking

simultaneously, overlapping each other in different languages. But one thing 1did notice was that

Chinese students, especiaIly Cantonese speaking, seem ta be relatively quieter than mixed

marriage students, and girls are quieter than boys. Culturally acquired knowledge ofexpected

behaviour can be part of the explanation, as for most ofthe Chinese students respecting the

teacher is a virtue and verbal interaction is not encouraged by teachers and parents alike. The

purpose ofattending school is to l~ not to ask and certainly not to challenge the teacher. As to

the girls, it is commonly acknowledged that girls should be quieter and better behaved than boys.

The topics in English are both related to class events and off-task actions. The example 1

• have chosen in Excerpt 17 illustrates such a situation. When a teacher cannot motivate her

students to take an interest in learning and ta keep their attention on her teaching, off-task

behaviour appears. In the next example, Fen was complaining that the boy sitting next to her

bothers her. Before she reported this to the teacher, they have already argued for sorne time. The

utterances were not clear for me to transcribe until Fen spoke up.

Fen:

Shushi:

He is still picking me!

l'm just joking with her.

•
How ta control such a classroom event is an art for teachers. In my opinion, it is aIso ofutmost

importance since calm and weil organised environment is conducive to learning.
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• French:

When students address each other, it seems that they use French. The tapies caver Many subjects,

bath class related aetivities and social talk. Take an example from the beginning ofthe lesson

where Ms Wang asked Roska to write twa words 'ta' (masc.) and 'ta' (fem.) on the blackboard.

Excerpt 19 - 'Comme ça'

Roska:

Mei:

Roska:

Roska:
Mei:

Comme ça? Comme ça?
[he cornes down from the stage and goes to a student who sits in the tirst
row]

Non, faux.

[goes back ta the stage and writes]

Comme ça? Oui? Is it right?

Comme ça! [demonstrates with her hand]

• 1noticed that although Roska and the girl Mei are bath Cantonese speaking (1 earIier heard them

both speaking Cantonese), they did not use Cantonese for the purpose ofa text related activity in

class. In Excerpt 19, tbey spoke French to each other. The short question in English " is il right?n

was directed ta the class at large. It was my impression that Roska and Mei • at least on this

occasion - chose French to keep their conversation private fram the teaeher as she cannot

understand this language. Thus, they use French as their own secret code.

This grade S class is mixed with sorne students in French schools and some in English

schoals. When the students ta1k ta their teacher, they use mainly Englis~ unless they are reading

a text in Chinese. When talking to each other, a few students even use Cantonese. But there were

•
many overlapping utterances and as 1do not speak Cantonese very wel~ 1found it difficult to

understand these passages on the videotape.
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Grade 5 - Ms Peng

*~*~~R~Ü~T~~X~~~h~~M~ff~m~~~~~~~~a

ifü11ftfl7mf$~T 117tE!!ft1!1JlJ. tf!.82$ fIJ - J!!: ( ~ lB) Joif!c Ifflift117ftJ~!/ilfIIJ
Jnilftll7é97ff1i';M /Eh jlf~#1fIiJot1 Itfttl1"T 117JtIt/IlBÏ2 mif?c

Sillee most ofparellts ail/Y wont their childrell 10 learl1 Chillese language, we decided
Ilot to ntn olher courses Iike his/ory andgeography as we helieve that the kids will
learn some ofthat anyw~v in the public schools. Bul ail our teachers are a'Ware that
oltr aim is 10 teach our {Chinese1culture and history throllgh the leaching ofthe
language.

(ûpe'n ended inteniew "ith Ms Pen& May. 1998)

Table 8: Grade 5 utterances

Utterance Teacher...student Student-teacher Student-student

Total 332 61.1 % of 202 37.2% of 9 9.4°,/0 of

n= 543 utterances utterances utterances

Chinese 332 1000/0 159 97% 2 22.2%

French 0 0% 6 0.3% 7 77.8%

Teacher-student utterances

Table 8 shows that the total number ofutterances is 543, teacher's utterances are 332 which

corresponds to more than 6001'0 ofthe total nuînber ofutterances. The language used by Ms Peng

when addressing the children is exclusively Chîoese. In her class, children oot only leam

language arts, they receive also anecdotaI knowledge ofChïnese history. The following excerpt

illustrates how she teaches other issues than language arts in her class.

Four-word idioms are an important component ofthe Chînese lîteracy. The idioms are

often derived fram history records/annals, classical works ofConfucius and other respectable
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• philosophers and writers. In the next excerpt~ Ms Peng is asking a student to till in a blank space

with a four-ward idiom.

Excerpt 20 - 10"r ward idiom'

•

Ms Peng:

Ping:

Ms Peng:

s:

MsPeng:

if J i$-Œ""Fl'tiX: Hf~±a~~~ilft Z.~PH?
Ping, cao you tell the missing words of the idiom in the following
sentence?

'Il' lQ 'i~', ft~'~=~i~'.
'yu' and 'zha'~ that is 'er yüwo zha'.

il~i~- ~ i!:l'~ ilfâ9*il?
Can anyone tell where this idiom come from?

[no answer]

ft in If! l@~ JOC iHli):m:ilfi JIJ.~ag, i:~ in If! lE X'$~ I ~mlit$ ft.
1$fn~~.i!i! ~ iüJ i1fé9*iltlQt&•.1pJI~ l'FiJt é91;,~ a~-Œ 1f.fX~ Li
B'f Mij~ftl@ l:i*tË ir"iLag m!~~{ti i:m.!~Pf?
Most ofour Chinese idioms contain classica1 allusions. These are important
components ofChinese literature. You have to know the histories and
origins ofthese idioms.
'er yü wo zha' is about a historical event that happened during the period of
Warring States (475-211 B.C.). The States ofChu and Song had made
'meng yüe' (a treaty ofan alliance). What is 'meng yüe'?

Shui: .:Ii~it~~jiE.

It's an agreement.

Ms Peng: ~~~mt~:ft~Xi{7f~iré9~iiE4So ~B'fB9ft~~*~~irT

ï!z -1'~iiE1=S, ~iI '~1ë~i1=, ~7t:~.' J

ftz :i:.~,PJÈ?

Very good. It's a guarantee agreed by the involved parties. The States of
Chu and Song had signed such an agreement at the rime. They promised
each other that 'wo wu er ma, er wu wo yü'.
Il [she writes down the expression on the blackboard]1I
Il What does this mean?/1

~~~ ~.~~,~~~.~.~,~&~~ft~~~o~~~~.*

m*m~~~~~~~K~m#~~o
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•

•

It means that 1won't be cheated by you. You won't be defrauded by me.
Nowadays, we use this idiom to describe a situation where people play
games with each other, suspect each other and don't trust each other.

Ms Peng could have stopped at the moment when she received the correct answer from the

student. But she continued her teaching by telling the students about a historical event. When 1

interviewed her about this, she explained tha.t: "we are trying to give the studeflls as mt/ch as we

CaJl 1I1lder our limited c01lditions" (interview with Ms. Pen~ February 1998). Since the school is a

private school and receives no financial support from government and as the tuition fee is

minimal, the school board has difficulty in hiring teachers for ail kinds of subjeets, such as history

and geography. (See chapter 3).

This excerpt also demonstrates that she is knowledgeable about Chînese history, and that

she wants ta pass this knowledge on ta her students. Notice how she catches the students'

attention when she begins her story with: "What does this meaJl? " However, the intent of this

insertion ofa question is not an invitation to the students to give an answer, but rather a remark to

make the students pay attention ta what she is going ta tell. Ms. Peng embedded her patriotic

speech for China in her conversation with the children; her beliefs about being a proud Chinese

aeted as a powerful tilter through which she made certain instruetional decisions and carried out

these praetices of teaching history and culture within the teaching of languages in the classroom

such as the example l gave above. Her teaching is vivid and interesting; there are always laughs

in the classroom. On the other han<L this is a typicaI example ofa teacher-direeted and adult-

centred lesson in the classroom. As 1mentioned earlier, this particular lesson was aIso organized

around a basic questionlanswer format, i. e., I-R..E pattern. The following excerpt illustrates how

the students use their language in an I-R-E pattern in Ms Peng's class.
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Excopt 21 - 'zhu radicoJ'•

•

MsPeng:

Yaohan:

MsPeng:

Yaohan:

MsPeng:

Xu Ping:

MsPeng:

Ms Peng:

tlt., f$1tjllJl~~'1t~t ~fAi8?1é9*PH?

How many charaeters with radical 'zhu' have you found? Yaohan?

:li:ftz?
What are they?

'~', '~', ~1f'~'o

'hi l
, 'da' and 'xiao' (pe~ answer and laugh).

~fi A~.tJtl'lll~lf 'tt~' ~~~~?
Has anyone round any other characters with the 'zhu' radical?

~o

Sign.

{l~if, if4!- 0

Good, Xu Ping.

ittE~iJFft1-Jftz {i~fiÏ~, ~:r;~ DJ~rei$ièfl~*?

Who can tell me why it is important to know the radicals?
Is it because it makes it easy to remember havI to write a charaeter?

•

Feifei: ~*Ao
Looking up words in a dietionary.

Ms Peng: @]~f&{Rjf, ~$o

Very good answer, Feifei.

In this excerpt, the students' opportunity to use language was Iimited to one to three-word

responses. The way Ms Peng initiated questions gave little opportunity for students to give an

elaborate answer. Her pwpose in that particular lessonlactivity might be just to get 'an answer'

- the radical 'zhu'.
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• French:

The small percentage ofFrench used consists mainly ofexpressions such as 'non' or 'oui'.

Examples of those interactions are shov.-n below. Ms Peng was asking how ta use the verb ~tt

'xunzhao, - to look for, to search. As ~tt can orny be used in formaI written discourse, she then

asked:

Excerpt 22 - 'searchfor key'

Ms Peng:

San:

tm i~ {$Œ~tt~ 9é ÉfllFJ lt1l!3?
Can you say you search for your lost key when it is missing?

Non~ [simultaneously -laughing]

• As ~1~ 'xunzhao' (search for) can orny he used in describing abstraet concepts such as feelings,

lost ideals and truth., the students burst inta laughter when they hear 'xunzhao' for a lost key. They

understand that such a 'big word' cannat apply to 'a smaIl abject'. The expressions in French such

as 'non' and 'oui' are salient in situations where the only possible answer is very obvious, closed

versus open response. The children's use of'non' and 'oui' mayalso have ta do with the faet that

Chinese has no equivaIent words. 'Yes' in Chïnese is a repetition of the positive statement which

the speaker wants to afflIlll, and '00' if a negation ofa statement. Another reason for the children's

use af'oui', 'yeah' and 'non' may be that these words are kept readilyavailable in the children's

vocabulary as these words are used again and again in the mainstream languages, and they are

here used spontaneously, aImast without refleetioo. In addition, these words are used by the

•
children to put their Iinguistic mark on the interaction.
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• Student-student utterances

My own observation in the school is that the language used among the students during recess is

mainly French. The table reveals that almost 800..10 ofthe peer to peer utterances are in French.

This finding is consistent with the informaI reports ofthe parents and teachers. The topics of

French talk in this class are multi-dimensicnal as my data illustrate. It covers classroom tasks,

jokes about other students and discussion about after school aetivities. In one ofthese cases, Ms

Peng was asking student Sheng to answer a question but he did not pay attention and did not

know which question it was.

Excerpt 2J - 'stupide'

When Sheng could not find the question he should answer, he spontaneously asked his neighbour•
Sheng:

Huzi:

Quelle question?

Regarde regarde c'est ic~ stupide, numero trois

Huzi in French to give a band. What he received was aise in French but not 50 friendly.

Student Yaoban was one ofMs. Peng's more challenging students as he constantly used

small talle in class. He was always making fun of his classmates. Ms Peng called upon students ta

make sentences using sorne given expressions and phrases such as four-word idioms and

'once...then' etc. When one ofthe students Sa, a boy who happened ta be very shy and bas a high-

pitched voice, was asked to make a sentence with 'chu le...yiwai, haiyou...' (both...and...), the

fol1owing discourse developed:

Excerpt 24 - ]oking ,

•
Sa: tE~{n$~m~T1fjjfRJ~~~~, i!ffjcfRJ~o

In my school the students are both male and female.
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• Yaohan: Alors tu es une fille toi aussi?

Xiao Qing:

Qian lie:

Xiao Qing:

Yaohan noticed how Sa's phrase could be misunderstood and chose to make fun of Sa and

insulted Sa by suggesting he is a girL His comment made everybody laugh.

At the end ofthe lesso~ 1noticed two girls sitting beside me talking about going to

McDonald's for lunch.

Excerpt 25 - ' J'ai faim!'

rai faim!

Moi aussi. Est-ce que tu as quelque chose à manger?

Non. Ma mère m'a donné de l'argent pour aller chez MacDonald's. Est-ce

que tu viens?

Qian lie: Yeah.

• These examples clearly indicate that the students use Chînese anly when addressing the teacher in

task-oriented activities that are constructed by the teacher. But there is a strong tendency towards

using French in their peer-ta-peer interactions even during the tesson.

Grade 6 - Ms Gu

Table 9: Grade 6 utterances

•

Utterance Teacher-student Student-teacher Student-student

Total 265 67.6% of 77 19.6% of 50 12.7% of

0=392 utterances utterances utterances

Chïnese 223 84% 72 93.5% 28 56%

English 43 16% 5 6.5% 9 18%
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•

Teacher-student utterance

Teachers' praetical experience is another aspect ofwhat they bring to their c1assrooms. It also

shapes what language they choose to use in the classroom.

Ms Gu was an English language teacher in China. Shortly after she began teaching in the

Zhonguo schooL she noticed that sorne students in her c1ass came to school having prepared home

work that was not requested and showing unexpeeted behaviour. For example, in my interview

with her in March 1998, she claims that

...they [the students] may get some helpjrom their parents to do the home work, but they
don't real/y understand what l've tal/ghl them in the class" and n the proftciency levef are
different from stl/dent to student, so it is nol a/ways that everyone understands what l say
to Ihem. Once a student understood on/y halfofwhat l saie/, when l was telling the class
that nert week we were not going to have allY new fesson: he misunderstood it as that we
were nol going 10 have ail}' lessoll. He stayed at home. he thOf/ghl he shouldn't go to
school. After these few incidents, 1decided ta use Eng/ishfor an equiva/ent explallation
after l introduce a new concept orjust use Eng/ish la make an announcement.

(persona! inten.;ew. March.1998)

The data ftom her c1ass and my observations confirm what she stated in her interview with me. In

the next excerpt, the context is that Ms Gu was making a triaI test for their mid-term examination.

They are engaged in a filling-in-blank-spaces exercise. One ofthe students, John, was tate. Ms Gu

is concemed with whether he is able to follow what they have been doing.

Excerpt 26 - 'didyou Ilnderstand me?'

•

Ms Gu:

Ms Gu:

"FIiï-~_1tz ?
What should you put in the next blank?

"FW-~~~o~T~,~~~.~~,~~H~,

~~'~!l1'.1€
The next is snore, sa the sentence would be, When My Dad is sleeping, he
makes such a snoring, 1am bothered ......?
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• Shi:

Ms Gu:

Ms Gu:

Ms Gu:

Dt1'I1€
Not be able to sleep.

~f, @?Fllto
Righ~ not be able to sleep.

Jo~ f$Jf1l.Œlttifi~1'"~, JiîjitiffJ~~iIB'ttE.fY r.*o
Okay? Did you understand me? Now, please go 0"", please go on. When
we have a break you can write these. [points to the blackboard)_

John, you should just follow us now, 1will help you ta make up the
previous ones when we have a break. Okay? Did you understand me?
Now, please go on, please go on. When we have a break, YOD can write
these [points ta the blackboard].

NeIt eIercise, Number tbirteen, do YOD understand? Tbirteen~

•
Ms Gu told me that John is a student who bas difficulties in ber class. 5he attributes this to the

faet that he speaks Cantonese at home. Ms Gu believes that John would understand her much

better if she explains in English. By doing .so, the other students who feel uncomfortable speaking

out in class will also have a chance to learn something. My personal observation is that 1 find that

Ms GuiS explanation in English only helps up ta a certain level. For example, she uses only

sentences such as. "do you ullderstalldme?" or "cQn you catch up with me?" despite her claim

that she would support her lesson with Itadequate" English. Let us consider tbis next example

where she tries to help a student by using English:

Excerpt 27 - 'ketchup'

•

Ms Gu:

Ssome:

Ms Gu:

~T~~ftJ~~f $-=ff+z?
When meeting uncles and aunts, what would you do ?

filltBJIif
Make 'hello' (say hello)

Right,~

Right, make 'hello'~ (say hello)
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• Ti: il)fT lIilBI
make snore.

Ms Gu: //Iaughs//

Sall: /Ilaugh//

Ms Gu: David

David: Yes

Ms Gu: Can you catch up with me?

David: Ketchup?

Ms Gu: Catch up with me?

David: Ketchup? [looks puzzled]

Sa: No, can you foUow her?

David: Yeah!• The above excerpt illustrates that Ms GuiS explanation in English confuses the students. Her style

of using English is not congruent with her use ofChinese. The former is used for simple

instructions and commands, the latter for in-depth explanations. A sudden interjection ofan

English word may cause a misunderstanding. For example, a student, David, is perhaps

concentrating on bis work and when Ms Gu suddenly asks him "canyou catch up with me?". he

misinterprets this English term as 'ketchup' and displays a facial expression ofcomplete

puzzlement.

Student..teacher utterances

•
The student-teacher utterances were restrieted by the class event, that is the context of this

particu1ar lesson in this class where the teacher made a trial examination paper for the coming
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• mid-term exam. The students were busy copying what was written on the blackboard as the

teacher had told them that it was important to copy down the content which wouId be used at the

examination. Under such circumstances, the students' utterances cannot be expected to be as

many as thase ofthe teacher.

Chinese:

Most of student-teacher utterances are in Chinese. They are directly related to the questions asked

by the teacher. The students' language use reflects the content teaching 100 by the teacher. l have

already included an example in Excerpt 27 - 'ketchup', the patterns of the communicative

interactions are in I-R-E sequence. Throughout the lesson, academic task structure was

discontinued a few times as sorne students complained that the class went too fast, that Many of

them had ta ask the teacher to stop for a while. The social participation structure bas aIso been

• interrupted when the teacher asked a question which confused the students and made them unable

ta follow what she was talking about. In the neX! excerp~ Ms Gu was guiding the students doing

sorne fill-in-the-blank exercises. In one ofthe exercises where two characters are missing, there is

a possibility offilling in either ·~tJj{ - Beijing' or' :ft$ - bei bu' (north part). Students should be

able ta find the right answer when they have finished reading the whole sentence. The underlining

indicates the missingword. The ·~t -bei' in ·~t* -Beijing' and '~t$ -bei bu' means 'nonh' in

Chinese, which can be confused when filling in the blank spaces. One should he careful with the

context supplied by the sentence.

Excerpt 28 - 'The Great Wall'

•
Ms Gu: .(f 9='~ trtJ f+z ?

In the what ofChina,
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• Xiao:

Ms Gu:

San:

Ms Gu:

jtjj{, jtlm?
Beijing. bei bu?

tfOO~U, ~~jt*, lêUo 'Ë*gL1Jrlt*, îlY~mlfldf(i*o

tf tp 00 ÉfJ jt i$ ff - fi!lf~f(.]~!rlt "4:::
In the north part ofChin~ not Beijing, north part it starts at Shanhai Guan
in the east and ends at Jianyu Guan in the west.....
In north ofChin~ there is a magnificent \vaU, it is called__?

a!iS!li
The great wall.

EJ IDI't*'2ïmiSlit' 0

Write four words 'ten thousands li long wall' [in Chinese, the Great Wall of
China is called 'the ten thousand li long wall' - one li is SOOm]

•

•

The interaction in this excerpt is tightly controlled and teacher-directed. Ms Gu leads her students

through the questions by hand.. leaving them no apportunity to produce anything themselves nor

to engage in any independent problem solving.

English:

The English utterances correspond ta 16% of the total number of student-teacher utterances. They

are mainly answers directly to teacher's initiation in English. The example in the excerpt above

(ketchup) illustrates such interactional pattern.

Srudent-s'tUden! utterances

Chinese:

The pattern ofclassroom communication can bath faster and constrain students' use of language

for classroom learning and students' opportunities for language acquisition. What is the raie that
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• language plays in learning?

Student-student utterances in Chinese correspond to 56°;'0 of the total number of student-student

utterances. They are mostly directly related ta the teacher-generated questions. In the next

excerpt, Bai was asking Jie what ta fill in in the previous sentence.

Excerpt 19 - 'radio 1

Bai: 1$.tA~~itz ?
What did you fill in?

lie: ft tE PJÏqt-i" ID 0

1am Iistening to the radio.

Bai That was hard [code switching]

Bai: .~ zEfi&if.f:Jt ?
How do you write radio?

•
lie: i!*Fo

Like this [shows him her paper]

As long as the discourse is task-oriented, Bai and lie interact in Chinese, but when expresàion of

an emotion is needed, Bai switched ta English.

French:

John came in late. He is not very good at Chînese. The teacher, Ms Gu, wanted him to understand

what was going on in the class. She said:

Excerpt JO - '100 point'

•
Ms Gu: JOHN, i!~~iittltR, i!~!F~~T, ~ii\it.~-a5to

Io~ These are the guidelines for the examinatio~ ifyou know all ofthem,
you are guaranteed to get 100 points.
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• Ms Gu: i8!tl**JHmmo
Welcome grand ma and grand pa [she continues with the previous fill-in-
the-blank exercise]

•

•

John: C'est où que je dois écrire? [asks a neighbour student]

Ling: Ici.

In this excerpt. Ms Gu emphasised again the importance ofdoing weil at the examination John

seemed to get last; he spontaneously asked the neighbour in French for help. This again illustrates

that students feel comfortable using French when interaeting with each other.

Pedagogical Approach

A pedagogical approach can be essential for the way learning oceurs. The pedagogical approach

which Ms Wang has adopted might raise sorne questions for ln.. schools. 1am certain that Ms

Wang possesses as much knowledge as the other teachers, but her prior experience as a language

student and her theoretical beliefs do not combine to make her teaching inspiring and entertaining.

Quite ditTerently, Ms Huang teaches other subjects such as geography at the same rime as she

teaches the language. She uses lullabies, sangs and riddles to help students Memorise new

concepts; through these activities,. habits are formed and Memorisation reinforced.

Let us go back to Ms Wang's class and compare the differences ofthe two teachers'

teaching approaches. From Excerpt 2, one can sense the authentic and meaningful interactions are

absent in the grade S clas5. How to motivate students to become involved in leaming is an

important issue for ail teachers. Let us look at the next excerpt ftom Ms Huang's class in which

she was reviewing some cbaraeters from previous lessons.
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• Excerpt 31- 'sing a song'

Ms Huang: ;fi', riti~il.* T?
Look., who is coming next? [shows a pieture oftwo characters, indicating
to the students to give an answer]

SaIl: P6 a0

To sing song.

Ms Huang: il~ lX II~ ~ PJi!?
Who likes to sing?

SalI: [Ali put up their hands]

Ms Huang: if, :ft1n-~*pmif~~o

Good! Lets sing a song together! Happy new year song.
One, two.

•
H&S: f1f!Flf,if~jf,W.~*~f1f~~l

~fIlP~~, ftfrli4t.,
fJt~*~ffr~jf !
Happy new year, happy new year, happy new year ta you ail.
We are singing, we are dancing,
Happy new year to you aIl.

•

Ms Huang: P~ {ft li~nif 0 i!~1t z.*Uflf ?
Very very good.
Now, what are these words? [shows the pieture again]

San: pmao
To sing song.

Liang: fJf~jf, f1f~jf,

Happy new year, Happy new year..[Liang begins to sing]

Ms Huang: PliIt'{R~ !
You are singing really welH

m~jf (happy newyear).

Ms Huang seems to understand very well the childrents states of mind. Ifshe had adopted the
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• audio-lingual approach and let the children repeat again and again after her, the classroom might

have been less orderly and hannonious. But her way oforganising the class and her way of

teaching are motivating. The children remember the words through singing. The different

activities in a lesson which may seem short for an adult, but rather long for a child, catch their

attention and make everyone aetively involved. Her motto is "ifleanling call he filll. why not

make il/un?" Indeed, she shortens her lesson with sangs, nursery rhymes and ditties. Ifyou were

a child, would you not like to sing such a lovely rhyme?

IJt.t. if$ ftJi!JH 1

-1'-~*F*,
itID8Jtllt1!JIJ 1

$pt~m!fff$Jfo

Man)! apples on the trees,
We pick them olle hyone.
We love apples very nmch.
For they make us healthy.

•

•

Summary

In this chapter 1have analysed the language use ofteachers and students trom the selected classes.

The communicative structures in those teacher-controlled c1assrooms follow the I-R-E sequence.

The teachers use mainly Chinese when addressing their students. The language used by students

is aIse mainly Chïnese when addressing their teachers. But the language patterns change when

they converse with each other during their social interactions. Teachers' previous experiences and

their beliefs have a great impact on what and how they teach. Students' language use is aIse

shaped by their teachers' language use and their perception ofclassroom events. In the next

chapter, l look at the reasons why the students prefer one language over the other tram their

perspective.
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•

Chapter 5

Cultural Identities of the

Chinese Children of the Zhonguo School

/t-~MJtllJ=?Ji!-/kKevill, 1f8tg/tlt7éfJf!fil.!JJlJi.1=P-t?nzt5oof. iff!7tÉ2. üfi
... tf~miB1fJ!Fjt.l;z iJt.JnJRff,Ufâ-ilFKevillfttE$l2Jl!.fiJtTftz, /fJNftbJ'§.j1f
iD. f!JJi/t117tE$1Xlit11/$l1II~lfJifJ"H. tf~}.pjp.-:HZ J'§. &PX: iftE~1!1fiJtII}!fI.
1meet Kevin ollly once a week and sometimes 0/1 a holiday when our parents arrange
ealil1g logether.... We don'! kllow how to say Ihings, if1 wan! to tell Kevin whot 1have
done in my school, 1tell him in French, because... 1... what we did al school was in
French. 1don'! know how 10 tell him in Chinese, like the things we do at schoo/ "

(D~id. Il years. persona! inten;ew in Mandarin. April 1998)

David's voice once again confirms the findings tram this study. The findings trom this inquiry

suggest that the students in the Zhonguo school mainly use Chinese when talking to their teacher

in a teacher-fronted c1assroom situation. A small arnount of English was also used in situations

where the teachers occasionally also use English in teacher-student interactions. The students

seldom use French when addressing their teachers, presumably because they are aware that none

of the teachers has much knowledge ofthat language.

In a teacher-fronted situation, students probably feel pressure from the teacher and also

from sorne oftheir classmates to confOnD with the 'Chïnese only' mie ofthe Zhonguo school. In

order to be able to participate in the class events bath socially and academically, they perceive

that they simply have to follow this rule. However, the situation changes when students are
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• talking among themselves. When addressing each other, their languages used were mostly French

or English depending on the kind of public schools they attend.. who they were interacting with

and the context of situation. Their French and English conversations in the class cover many

tapies. Chinese language is used for working in class; French and English tend to be used

informally for social interactions as the situation dictates.

To explain this phenomenon that children prefer French or English over Mandarin as

described above, a few factors need to be taken ioto consideration:

1. Different language (regionalect) use at home:

2. Age ofanival in Canada;

3. Desire ofbeing identified with the mainstrearn culture;

4. The forces ofsocialisation trom children's cultural positioning.

• In additio~ 1shaH attempt ta give a socio-linguistic explanation within a theoretical framework.

In the rest of the chapter, 1will discuss the implications for further research and teachers. And

final1y a review ofthe methodology issues will be presented.

Different Language Use at Home

•

Ofall the students 1interviewed (13), seven speak a regionalect otherthan Mandarin at home.

John speaks Hakka and Cantonese; David speaks Wu (Shanghai dialeet), and Cui Zhuzi speaks

Hunan (Xiang). Most ofthe students are from mainland China. Their home languages vary as

different provinces have their different regionalects (ct: Table 2 on page 3 for definition of

'Chinese' language). Because ofthe different languages or regionalects used in the homes ofthe

students (although most ofthe parents are able to speak Mandarin)~ it is reasonable to say that
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students come to the Chinese community school to leam a 'second language'. Long (1997) assens

that when children are playing together, they need ta use a common language to communicate. Sa

French or English 1l/hich they have already learned at school serves as the 'play language' or

/ingua jranca1 for their communicative endeavours.

In the eyes of many parents, the Zhonguo school is oot ooly a school for children to study

Chinese, but aIso a social community centre for their children as weB as themselves to engage in

many kinds ofcommunity activities. It is the wish ofmany parents that by seoding their children

ta the Zhooguo school, the childreo can learn the language and culture and be socialised with

other Chinese children. They hope and expect that their children will acquire Chinese literacy

(read and write) in this environment as they themselves are too occupied with other daily routines

to provide this type of literacy to their children themselves. However, the languages they speak al

home are ditTerent from that taught in the Zhonguo school. The Chinese language, i.e., Mandarin,

which children learn at the school is bath a second (and in most cases aIse a foreign) language

and a formallanguage which is not suitable for use in the children's social interactions. For

example, the teachers will not teach them how to curse in Chinese or use words ofabuse, and

language features that mark activities as playful or 'not serious', which Goffinan (1986) referred ta

as 'keying'; stil4 the children frequently feel a need ta use such words in the course of their social

interactions, when they fight for power and position, display anger and frustration., etc.

. Lingua fian~ a language that is usedfOr communication between dif/èrenl groups 0/people. each speaking a
difJêrent language. The linguafranca couldbe an inlemationally usedlanguage a/communication. It couldhe the
native language ofone ofthe groups. or it cou/d he a language which is not spoken native/y by any ofthe groups bUl
has a simp/ifiedsentence structure and vacahulary and is ojten a mixture aftwo or more languages. (Dictiooary of
language teaching et applied linguistics. 1997, p.214)
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• Age of ArrivaI in Canada

Second language acquisition researchers such as Cummins (1981,1989) and Saville-Troike( 1994)

have concluded trom their studies that early encounters with a second language can result in the

loss ofthe primary language. But they also claim that ifa child encounters a second language at

an age later than six years where his native language is relatively developed. he can maintain his

primary language ifhe has a funetional need to use it. My interviews with six Zhonguo students

illustrate and confirm their claim.

On an ordinary Saturday, while sitting in the school cafeteria reading my course paper and

waiting for my daughter, Baijie, to finish her Chinese class, 1noticed a group ofgirls sitting

together speaking in Chïnese. l felt quite surprised and looked around to see if their parents were

near (sorne Chînese children speak Chinese when their parents are close by). However, these girls

• were alone. l went over and introduced myself - and learned their names: Geng Lin, Cui Zhuzi,

Ma Yaoyao and lu Yang. Before emigrating to Canada they ail had sorne years (on average four

years) formai schooling in China. Geng Lin told me that "bath my parents and myselffeellike il

will be a waste to throw my Chillese away, because l've already studied Chinese for fours years".

AIthough they are all in grade eight classes at the Zhonguo school and have published articles in

the local Chinese paper (see Appendix E), they say that "our level [ofChinese] equals on/y that

o/grade/our in China."

Taken together with the viewpoints ofthe two boys 1 interviewed, this confirms what

Cummins and other researchers (Saville-Troike, 1994; White Taylor & Macarthur, 1997) have

stated that when children encounter a L2 before the age ofsix years, they tend to lose their mother

tongue. The two boys, David and Ke~ were both barn in Canada. Kevin had been sent back to
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for a period when he was four or five years old. They are no\v in grade two at the Zhonguo scheol

although they are eleven years old. They started the Zhonguo schoel late and have never been

taught Chinese Iiteracy befere they came to the Zhonguo school. David speaks Wu (Shanghaiese)

at home and he c1aims he attends the Zhonguo school only because his friend Kevin has agreed to

come together with him. He says that otherwise he would not have joined the school in spite of

his parents having encouraged and even pressed him to do sc. His Mandarin is cohesive and

understandable~ but not fluent. During the conversation with Kevin~ he had code switched to

French a few times as he found that the Chinese words or ex.l'ressions were not readily at bis

disposaI. When the two are by themselves~ 1observed that they always speak French together.

David says:

1 meet Kevin Ollly once a week and sometimes 011 a holiday when our parents arrange
eatillg together.... We don't know how to say things; if1wallt to tell Kevin what 1have
done il1 my school, 1tell him in French. becallse... 1 ... whot we did at school was in
French. 1don't kllow how ta tell him in Chinese. like the Ihings we do al school

David showed me a picture (in a French textbook ofgeology) to demonstrate that what they have

been doing in school cannot be discussed in Chinese. Just like sorne other children said that it is

not possible to say certain things in Chinese~ such as terminologies they have learned in science

classes or affective language ta express their feelings (cfmy interview with Geng Lin, quoted on

p. 1). Kevin told me that

...My mom anddad do nol a/ways have âme for me. 1 do my homework on my own. 1don't
have other close Chinese friends 10 play with. AndDavid lives in South Shoret il is very
far for me 10 go 10 him every day.

Kevin and David's statements MaY help researchers~ teachers and parents understand that

language is both used and developed during the process ofchildren's socialisation. Ifsocialisation

in one particular language is not occurring frequently, then children will have to tind another
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language in which they have already been socialised and are familiar with as a common tool for

socialisation and communication.

Desire for Identification with Mainstream Culture

In Quebec, most children encountered French and English at an early age when starting day-care.

At age three or four, the children are in a language-learning mode: their ability for acquiring a

language is unrestricted and immeasurable; they learn whatever language or languages they hear,

as long as the conditions for language learning are present. Fillmore's report (1991) revealed that

when children in the United States encounter Englis~ "the pattenlS oj/angllage use change in

their home, and the youllger theyare whell they /earll English, the greater the effect. " (p.341)

In Quebec day-care centres, the children learn the mainstream languages and hear other

languages around them. They leam how to use the language in a social context: Language for

anger and cursing, for happiness and singing, for interacting with their caregivers and for playing

with their fiiends. Once children leam the mainstream language, they tend not ta maintain or ta

develop the language spoken at home. Children are very sensitive ta the funetionaI vaIue of

languages. When they realize that the language spoken at home has no function or value in their

new social world and that it constitutes a barrier to their participation in the sociaIlife ofthe day-

care centre or schoo~ they tend to drop it. Language, like other human tool5, has ta be constantly

funetionally used for rea1 authentic purposes with real interactions, lest it will be forgotten and

lost. As Lily Wong Fillmore states (1996):

A language does not have much ofa chance ofsurviving ,mless many children are
heillg socialised in il andchildren are encouraged tô see il as a usefu/ communicative
tool andan importantpart ojwho theyare (p.437).

In my conversations with the parents, 1round that sorne ofthem complained about being too
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busy, always having to work. They had no time ta practice Chinese language with their children

and ta help them prepare home work for the Zhonguo school. Sorne parents were too busy to talk

much with their children in any language, let alone to engage in any in-depth discussion of

existential issues. Others said that they seldom have time to read a Chinese book ta their children.

As one of the parents said to me: "where do 1gel the time andellergy ta help them with home

work and reading books after working aJ/ day and havil1g ta cookfor the whole fami/y a/sa,

IiffiË7JJi. 7 (dead tired, utterly exhausted). They have ta do if by themselves. We never got an)'

helpfrom our parents when we were young. right?" But both Ms Huang and Ms Lee

acknowledged that parents' support and aid with students' learning cao be a tremendous help. Ms

Lee said, " ifthe parents insist on speaking Chinese at home and consistent/y help with the

studies, the students Ilormally are very articulate and active in c/ass, the)'feel also more confident

about themse/ves, theyare a/sa the good SIl/dents". But not aIl parents see their educationaI

function as an imponant factor in shaping their children's language use. Ms Huang complained

about sorne parents wanting to learn English or French from their children; she thought such

action may result injeopardising their children's maintenance ofChînese. This is most likely a

valid point. Ifparents request language lessons from their children, they send a strong message ta

their children that what really counts in this life is the rnainstrearn language. AIthough this may be

true since the mainstrearn language is ofutmost importance in any society~ it cames with it an

implication that the native language is unimportant~ and that is not necessarily true in every case

and context.

Many immigrant parents are eager to have their children integrated into mainstrearn

society. They May feel the pressure for their children to funetion in the majority language quickly

in order to he integrated inta the social mainstream and attain academic suceess. After severa!
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years in Canada, they no longer feel it is irnperative to pass on the native language to their

children and they have no time ta praetice it with them. When children keep using an L2, parents

do not insist on using Chinese at home. When the HL is perceived as immaterial to success in

society and sorne other language appears ta have greater value, a language shift is inevitable.

Sorne parents have ambivalent feelings about Chînese. They are reluetant ta use Chinese with

their children and they do not read to them in Chinese. They may not interaet with the child ta

lnegotiate meaning' in Chinese. As summarised by Dorian (1980):

Language loyalty persists so long as the economic and social circumstanees are
cOl1ducive to il; but ifsome other language pro\'es to have greater value, a shift to
tha! other language begins (p.2).

Donanls statement explains why many children, when encountering L2, lose LI. And it also

explains why attending Chinese school tends to become leaming Chînese as a second language.

English or French has become their new 'mather tongue' through which they feel mast

comfortable to communicate and be communicated with.

The Forces of Socialisation

Children learn language as part oftheir socialisation. A school is a forro ofsecondary

socialisation (Long, 1997). Thus, it is important for children ta participate in the school aetivities

bath academically and socially. It is aIse important to gain entry into a peer group through which

children acquire social knowledge and become members ofpeer cultures, identifiable by

commonly understood activities., routines, behaviours, values and concerns. The experiences of

being aceepted by a peer group can be painful for sorne immigrant students as they have to face

the problems ofeither maintaining or losing their native culture and social norms while acquiring

the new cultural values.
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For a child ta be able to understand what is going on in the classroom, knowing the language is

essential; it is indeed the MOst crucial aspect for leaming to 0CCllr. Cui Zhuzi bas been in Canada

for more than two years. She recalls that it was difficult in the beginning that she neither could

understand much in the classroom nor had any fiiends. As her language skills were coming along,

she began te make some fiiends, "but it is nol sa eœy, as my mom doesn't speak French and il

seems not right to have afriend to come over, 'cause they are no! Chinese. ! a/waysjel! a stranger

in the school andstillteel an outsider once in a while, 'cause 1don't aJways know what they ralk

about, Jiu pop stars, and my mom won't let me buy many things that my c/assmates have". The

wavering of her voice indicates that to her it bas been a significant problem that cultural confliets

can diminish a child's opportunity to participate in social aetivities.

Cui Zhuzi continues to express her feelings about the school: "1 am happy to come to

Zhonguo, 'cause 1 can meet myfriends here andgo 10 the drawing c/ass together with them". In

her article, which was published in the local Chïnese paper, she described her day at the Zhonguo

school:

- ---a fi 11= IF~ YO,_-+t-r

•
Figure 4: Extroctfrom CIli Z1uIrj's article in Zhonguo JOIImaJ, September 199B
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The sIl/dies and fessons al Zhongllo remilld me afChina.lt makes mejeef Ihall am still
living there [in China). Wha! 1see are people with yellow skin and black hair. what 1hear
are the familiar sOl/llds ofour language. Ail that happells al Zhonguo remillds me ofmy
classmates and teachersfar away in China, my gralldparents aJld the ellvirOllment 1was
sofami/jar with. 1miss them. Whell olle day 1have ail oppOrlllllity 1 will go back ta visit
them.

(Selected frOID the Zhonguo School Joumal September 1998)

Cui Zhuzi expresses her nostalgia clearly and eloquently in this article. What she has experienced

at public school in Canad~ is 50 different from her experiences in China, in terms of how

students dress, what they talk about and how they behave. This suggests that second language

students, like her, have acquired different ways of talking and communicating in their LI, and

when they enter school in a new country, their linguistic behaviour and communicative styles are

unappreciated and can be misunderstood. As Cui Zhuzi mentiened: Ifl dOIl'1 a/ways kll0W things

the}' talk about, and1jeel an outsider, and1am afraid Ihat they willlallgh al me, sa 1dOIl't wallt

to he with them [public school peers]". She expresses her feelings about China and the lhonguo

scheol where she reels comfortable as a Chînese person with the people she is used to live with

and the language she is used to speak. The Zhonguo school in her mind is a symbol ofCruna

where she can still speak Chïnese, where she does not feel like an outsider.

Peirce (1995) uses the term social Învestme1l1 ta indicate the socially and historically

construeted relationship ofsecond leamers to the target language and their sometimes ambivalent

desire ta learn and practice the language as the right to speak converges with a language learner's

identity. Cui Zhuzi says that she feels like an outsider because her peers at public school give her

little opponunity to participate in their conversations as the tapies are not familiar or

understandable ta ber. She told me that when a classmate mentioned n The Hanson brothers" [a

us pop music group] whom she did not know at the rime, it made her feel that she does not
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belong in Canada and that she is "silly in a way". This made her even more reluctant to involve

herself in other social activities, like being together with a classmate to do home work or finding a

partner for a projeet. Her investment in school activities and social participation is minimised

because her perception ofidentity as a Chinese confliets with the process ofbecoming a

Canadian.

Another student at the Zhonguo school is Qiu Qiu (12 years) who is a close friend ofmy

family. She is three years older than my daughter and plays with her whenever our families are

together. She toid me that when she came ta Canada in 1994, her teacher in the "Welcome Class lt

did not allow them ta speak other languages than French in the class. Although she had a Chïnese

classmate, French became part ofher everyday life, something she says she would automatically

speak at school. Even during recess she did not speak Chinese with her fiiend because she felt

that the other children wouid not approve. At home, as her parents speak anly Chïnese and sorne

broken English, it is natural ta speak only Chinese. She explained to me "... sometimes ifYOli

wall! to speak Chillese, the other chi/dren thinkYOIi are stupid and don't kllow how to say that in

French" and ''At school ifyou try to say something to a Chinese frielld in Chillese, the others will

look al you strangely alld maybe laugh alYOli. " About the Zhonguo school which she has

attended since it opened four years ago, she tells me that "if1don't speak French al the Zhollguo

school, Ihe other children will think that 1am Shlpid or a 'xin yimin' (new immigrant). II is very

had if they think 1am Q 'xin yimin' becmlse il means that1am poor anddon't klloW anything and

don't understandanything". Qiu Qiu's story shows that a Chinese cultural background can

present a problem for being accepted by other children in the public school and even for being

accepted by other Chînese children who equal 'Cbînese behaviour', typical ofthose recently

arrived in Canada, with poverty and ignorance. She recalled that "when 1 hadjust arrived heret
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1 would try to use my brokell French to commlll1icate with other childrell at [Zhonguo] school

although 1spoke Chinese much bener than some kids, but 1M'as afraid to be an outsidert and1

didll't wal1t 10 be an outsider and 1didll't walll the olhers to rhiJlk that 1was stupid... " Qiuqiu and

sorne ofher friends showed their desire to be identified with the Canadian...French mainstream by

trying to communicate in French witbout beiog fluent and competent in that language. This is an

indication of a strong wish to change identity. Since being 'a newcomer' to Canada implies being

economically unestablished and ignorant of the maiostream culture, it is perceived as a negative

social identity. Consequently the girls tried to use their broken French in their communication 50

as oot to feel'all outsider' and ta avoid being treated as 'stupid' or as sorne one 'who kllOWS

nothing.

Not ail children consider speaking Chinese as a subtraction from their identities. For

example, Geng Lin and lu Yang are best friends. They attend the same pnvate French scheel and

are even in the same class. The two of them are very preud oftheir Chinese origin. As Ju Yang

puts it "1Jeel so special that 1CQJl speak Chinese and Ellglish and French while my classmates

cali only speak one or two languages." She mentioned that sorne of her fiiends are envious of ber

and Geng Lin because they are fram China and therefore have another language by nature. Both

ofthem are daing weil at school; as Geng Lin said: "My dad a/ways gives me extra home work in

mathematics, so 1have to study the Chinese mathematics tex! book. It is a/ways way aheadofthe

math we lean, at school, the work al school is too easy". In this statement, she vaiced what many

ofthe Chinese parents think, and it is a faet that some parents will give their children extra

curriculum at home.

The Chïnese language is also a symbol for Geng Lin and lu Yang. It is a symbol of

distinetivenesst ofuniquenesst and ofa special culture. As lu Yang puts it "Geng Lin and1a/ways
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have secrets and we CalI say whatever we want in our language and Ilobody CalI lIllderstm'ld what

we say" and Ilifanyone lal/ghs al liS because ofthat [that they speak Chinese], we lallgh back al

them by sayillg thot it is our language. hy show;ng them thar ;t is Ilot us who are stupid" When

the two girls code switch to Chinese~ they use that language to symbolise their different social

identityas Chinese.. they have a secret language between themselves, which the otien will not be

able to understand nor could they hope ever to be able to participate in any oftheir conversations.

When they identify themselves as members of the French schooL they use French to communicate

with their peers. Geng Lin expressed her complex indentity of being a different member in

various groups: "When 1 speak Chinese al [public] schoollfeei differellt, but whell 1speak French

1am /ike everybody else. n

The children's cultural identities are constantly under construction and reconstruction,

being negotiated and renegotiated as they acquire new cultural values, social nonns and ways of

behaviours.

Socio-linguistic Perspective

"Do you talk about Leonardo DiCaprio in Chinese'?"
"Nont lt

(personal interview ~ith grade four student al the Zhonguo school)

Language is used out ofcommunicative Ilecessity. A common language is necessary
in order to comnnmicate with each other (Fillmore. 1996. p.442).

At school, children have the possibility to leam the adequate variety ofFrench or English for their

communicative use - play language - which is not the same variety ofEnglish or French their

teachers use. Preston's (1989) points about speech community may he applied to the study ofL2

use in a Chînese scbool:
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• In ail)' gillen speech commlll1ity, a variety ofspeech styles and registers exist and are
usedfor differellt purposes. A speech commullity usually has superordillate (formaI)
language styles and subordinate (venlQcular) language styles. These differel1l
language styles are appropriale 10 differellt social cOIl/ens and role relalionships.

(Quoted from Tarone and Swain. 1995. p.167)

The mIes ofdiscourse vary from one social context to another with regard to who may speak,

when, and how. Speakers use language for different functions in different social contexts and with

different interlocutors. At school~ children learn a new superordinate language style for the

purpose ofacademic study. They leam to use language for new funetions and leam new language

forms to fill in these new functions. Their new language funetions as a superordinate language

style, which is also institutional (public). At the same time, tbey also develop another language

style for their social life, a vernacular which is used for discourse with peers for the purpose of

play, competition and positioning in the peer group, arguing, cursing, insulting, and so on. This

• vernacular is not appropriate for conversing with teachers in the classroom.

When Chinese children (and other minority immigrants) start formaI schooling in Canada,

they need to learn both superordinate and vernacular languages. The superordinate language is

used for public speech and academic purposes, whereas the vernacular style is necessary for the

children to be socialised with mainstream children. It is natural and axiomatic that children desire

to be accepted by a group where they feel that they are not different. For this reaso~ the

vemacular becomes a motivation for the purpose of socialisation. While socialising with

mainstrearn childre~ they learn different discourse topics and conversational styles, and so on; in

the process, sorne ofthem lose their mother tangue.

•
For the Chïnese children, to attend a Chînese Saturday schooL where they have to leam a

new superordinate style ofChïnese, is the same as going to a public schoo~ especially ifthey
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have lost their LI (Chinese) and now come back to learn Chinese as they learn a L2. This new

style of language serves an academic purpose" they use the new Chinese for conversing with

teachers, responding to teachers and addressing the other children in the c1assroom as a whole.

This new superordinate language is different from that used at home. The home vernacular (the

regionaleet or dialect ofthe family) is used oolyat home. Chînese children do not go to Chinese

school betore they begin attending public schools. By the time they start Chïnese schooL they

have already acquired French or English ta sorne extent in day-care or pre-school. So the public

school vemacular (play language) has already been formed. Because the home vemacular has

never become a vernacular for commen use, the Chinese children adopt a public vemacuIar

(French or English) for the purpose oftheir social interaction" also in the Chinese school.

Chînese children as weIl as other minority immigrant children come to a new country with

or without any formaI schooling from their native countries~ eager to become members of the new

society. In order to be accepted by the immediate sub-community oftheir school c1ass, they have

to learo the community speech (both superordinate and subordinate). They are motivated by the

desire ta identify themselves as members of the subgroup. This motivation, sometimes referred to

as the desire to achieve interpersonal communicative skills, i5 tremendous. Although children

vary considerably in this regard, it frequently takes a child (before puberty) as Iittle as six to

twelve months to acquire a good communicative ability. This ability to use the sub-group

vernacular is the essential foundation for being accepted by the school community. In this

cOIIununity, they share an interest ofpopular music (Spice Girls, Backstreet Boys, The Hanson

Brothers), Channel 18 TV shows, film stars, sports heroes, etc. These cbiIdren develop a special

language for talking about their common interests. This language is a sub-group vemacuJar, it is

used throughout the Montreal region and also in the Chinese schooL This vemacular language is
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• deeply embedded in local Montreal children and youth culture.

However~ because ofthe limited cultural supply in Chinese~ there is a lack ofculture

content in Chinese. One just does not talk about the MOllkey King (a Chinese fairy tale figure) in

French nor about Céline Dion in Chinese. One can argue that code switching can be used in ail

social interactions but words from one culture just do not 'sound right' when applied to matters

from another culture. Children have a clear feeling that people do not talk about Liu Xiao-Qillg

(famous Chinese film star) in Canada, that here they talk about ice hockey and the Vampire

Slayer and sa on.

Many ofmy interviewees agree that "there are often times that we call'/ filld the proper

words or expression when spea/dl1g Chinese" and "il is ml/ch easier and more comfortable 10

speak French (Ellglish)" (personal informai interview). Using this vemacular makes them feel

• relaxed~ at ease~ understood.., and entertaining. This language can be used to express their

emotions~ to show their fiustrations~ and sa on. When speaking this vernaeular~ they understand

each other better.

•

Sorne Chinese children speak virtually correct and fluent Mandarin at school. But at home

they probably speak another Chinese regionalect or dialect. These two styles ofChïnese are

different in funetion. One May argue that they can aIso develop a vernacular Mandarin at the

Zhonguo school. But as children already have a common knowledge of one vemacular (French),

they prefer that language. In addition, their Mandarin is learned in a particular context: they live

in a Montreal Chinese community where everyone speaks different varieties ofChinese and must

speak standard Chinese for the purpose ofcommunication. Moreover~ they come ta school ooly

once a week which is not much lime to stan a new language and provides ooly limited
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opportunity for real functional language use. Under those circumstances, they cannat develop a

play language in the same way as children living in China who enjoy full cultural support seven

days per week. To maintain the French vernacular for use aIso on Saturdays is the obvious

solution to their complex language learning situation.

Methodological Issues

The technical equipment used in research ofthis type is very important. Sound reproduction must

be accurate and clear; and the technology must allow easy identification of individual speakers.

The video camera 1used had a limitation with regard to visual field. It did not cover the whole

classroom; sorne students could (and did) hide in 'blind' areas of the classroom. The recording of

the voices ofsome students farthest from the camera was not loud enough te be understood (and

transcribed). Overlapping utterances (when several speakers speke tegether) were mostly

incomprehensible and clearly beyond transcribing. Simultaneous use oftwe or more vineo

cameras might solve this problem.

In spite of the shortcomings ofthe video camera technique such as distraction of attentio~

poor sound quality, restrieted visual field and, in sorne situations, inadequate light for recordin~

this is still a very good metho~ probably the best available today, as it pennits not only recording

ofspoken language,» but also of facial expressions and gestures. Non-verbal behaviour is often

used to supplement speech by displaying comprehension, agreemen~ appreciation, confusion and

50 on; this 'body language" is therefore important in explaining the meaning ofchildren's and

teachers' utterances in any language.
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• Implication for Further Research

This study is the first of its kind, examining the aetivities ofa Chinese Heritage Language school.

1have observed classroom teaehin~ interviewed students and teaehers, and questioned sorne

students' parents. However, 1focused on language arts lessons where the communication patterns

are strongly controlled by the teaehers. Further studies should examine the students' language use

when occupied with self-generated topies. An investigation focusing on other lessons such as~

music and mathematics might give a different resuit.

Furthermore, future detailed studies shouid consider the language use at home and

examine any connection between the language socialisation patterns at home and at school. A

follow-up study may be necessary to investigate Chinese students' language use at public sehools

in order ta see how the communication patterns in the c1assroom ofthe two schoois (Chinese and

• public) affect each other and contribute ta the students' academic performance and achievement.

My study covers only a fraction ofthe Many hundreds of Heritage Language schools in

Canada. HL education for minority students has developed over the last decade and is usually

considered beneticiai both for students and society. However, little research has been condueted

into the aetivities of these schools, looking at how they are doing and what they are doing and

what the results are from the viewpoints ofstudents and their parents. There is a need to

investigate what is going on in these schools and how children are learning in these schools.

Implication for Teachers

•
Sociologist Vygotsky (1978) posits two developmental Ievels, the first is what he rerers to as the

actual developmentallevel, defined as "the /evel ofdevelopment ofa chi/Lfs mentalfimctions tha!
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• has been established as a rest/Ir ofcertain already completeddevelopment cycles" (p.85). The

second developmentallevel, the zone ofproximal development, is "the dista11ce between the

actl/al developmentallevel as determined hy independent problem solving aJJd the level of

potenlial development as determined throllgh problem solving "nder adult guidance, or in

collaboration with more capable peers" (p.86). For Vygotsky, learning is a dynamic social

process in which the dialogue between adult and child resters the development of higher cognitive

processes. In addition, he recognises that each child possesses a wealth of prior experiences - the

accumulation ofculturally acquired knowledge (Johnson, 1995) about language use and learning

in general.

Vygotsky (1978) further points out that the child's language use represents the aetuallevel

ofcognitive development. He also proposes that cognitive development lags behind leaming.

• Thus, the language of instruction should be geared beyond the aetuallevel ofdevelopmen~to the

zone ofproximal development. Based on Vygotsky's theory ofdevelopment, in particular the

proximal development zone, the teachers ofthe Zhonguo school should themselves fol1ow the

"Chinese Only" role of the school as strietly as possible and examine their language-use patterns

which have a strong influence shaping the students' language use. Teachers must be

•

knowledgeable about subject matter. Only by using a language ofwhich they have full comman~

can they provide adequate guidance to their students, leading to a higher developmentallevel of

the students1 linguistic abilities. Instruetional efforts should focus on the childts potential abilities,

creating opportunities for the child to assume joint responsibility for leaming tasks that could not

he completed independently, but ooly with the assistance of the teacher. Even during an I-R-E

instruction, the teacher can emphasise student participation and make efforts ta ensure high levels

ofÎnterest and attention by modellin& questionin& and explaining, and by making the critical
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• features of the task explicit. Evaluation can be carried out ooly as means of assessing appropriate

levels ofdifficulty so that the teacher's scaffolds can be adjusted if necessary. If, in an I-R-E

sequence, the teacher's evaluation aets more like an expansion than an evaluation, students

contributions can aetually become part ofthat dialogue.

Since the patterns ofclassroom communication determine the ways in which students use

language for classroom learnin& allowing for variability in the patterns ofclassroom

communication can maximise students' linguistic and interaetional competencies and create more

opportunities for them to participate in, and learn fro~ classroom events. And it is the teachers'

responsibility to adjust their instruetional practices to their students' needs and interests in order to

provide appropriate, meaningful and effective classroom instruction. The Chinese language at the

Zhonguo school is leamed in an isolated context in Montreal, very different from the school

• environments in China. The problems of leaming and teaching should be seen with the cultural

background in mind. Second language theorist Ellis (1990) points out that for second language

acquisition to occur, the essential condition must be met: students must have the need and desire

to communicate. In part, this cornes from their involvement and interest in what is being talked

about. The problem in the classrooms 1observed in the Zhonguo school, which is aise a constraint

for my data collecting regarding students' interactions among themselves, is that the students have

little opportunity to initiate their own topies or work with something they are interested in. The

lessons are tightly eontrolled and directed by the teachers. More independent tasks should be

assigned in order to give students more ample opportunities to control the tapie ofconversation

•
and allow them to self-initiate dialogue in elass. Therefore1 teacher-training programmes should

be established for heritage language schools and for the teachers who teach in them. As most of

the teaching pedagogy approach is not very inspiring, teachers need assistance to motivate the
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students ta l~ and ta make leaming interesting and enjoyable. The Zhonguo school should

consider developing a situation for learning that is more congruent with the style of the public

schools that the students are familiar with; this may mean mixing teaching tradition, or a westem-

eastern combination. Teachers may consider changing their roles in the classroom as authoritarian

and to see their roles as a facilitator and a guide for student learning instead ofcontrolling

children's learning and behaviour. The tormat styte may aHow students ta interaet with each other

in the classrooms. Thus, peer interactions can be used to complement teacher input in the

c1assroom and students are given more freedom and opportunity ta negotiate meanings and

understandings through the direct sharing of ideas with each other.

In addition, the school should adjust or revise the curriculum to make it more relevant for

aIl the students. A whole language curriculum could engage students in meaningful and

purposefuI encounters and involvement with the language. lsolated fill-in-the-blank and dietation

can hardly improve their ability to produce cohesive phrases in Chinese. As my interviewee

David comments on learning Chinese: "... /eanlillg Chillese is no! like leanlillg French, il doesn't

need an}' intelligence, on/y rote memorisation." As to the textbooks, there should be an adequate

content, suitable for children not living in China but in Montreal. More cultural and historica1

issues should be included.

Last but not Ieast, the leaming ofChînese is a1so the parents' responsibility. It is confirmed

by the teachers (see Chapter 4) that parents' help makes a difference to the learning result. Parents

should not see school as the only institution or place responsible for maintaining their children's

primary language. Parents must insist on using Chînese at home, on motivating the!r children to

take an interest in the Chinese culture and ta be proud oftheir heritage. They must negotiate with

their childre~ 50 that the ties between them, the language and the culture are strengthened. Thus,
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the children's self-esteem and self-confidence will also be improved. To this can be added that the

society as a whole~ but especially the educators and teachers in the public schools, should be more

aware of the special needs ofstudents ofdifferent cultural backgrounds.

Summary

In this chapter~ 1outlined the reasons why Chinese children in the Zhonguo school prefer French

or English among themselves during their social and personal interactions. 1looked at this

phenomenon from different angles: home language use; age ofarrival in Canada; desire for

identification with mainstream culture; the power ofsocialisation; and from a sociolinguistic

perspective. First, the Chînese language family has many regionalects which are not mutually

comprehensible~ and many students speak different regionalects at home~ different from Mandarin

which is being used at school. Secondly, many children encounter French or English at an early

age when they are sent to day-care institutions. Under such circumstances~ when children

experience a socialisation process in another language than their mother tongue~ sorne tend to lose

their primary language. This is especially the case when the parents do not see much advantage in

using and praetising their primary language with their children. However, if the children

encounter French or English at an age later than eight or nine, they tend to maintain their Chinese

while acquiring the second language. Gaining social access to a new culture can be difficult for

sorne children when their own culture differs significantly from the new one. It is a crucial

process for their identity formatio~ as they constantly construct and reconstruct their new

identities. Thirdly, children develop their own ÜDgua franca while playing with each other at

school. This language (French or English vernacular) can express their anger, sadness and
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happiness. They feel relaxed and comfortable when using the vernacular language.

As language use cannat he separated tram its social contexts, the children ofthe Zhonguo

school choose to use different languages in different situations, refleeting their different cultural

identities.

~~*&A,~É~W~~, q~~~Œm~x~x~o g~h

i%1'-I#~ Ttt#JIlI~tl!.rr~ T~~Mo
...~UI'lfz iJt, 4'g ttId.iL, ,1rNi', i%PJï1'-*#cilfIIIê.!:j ç~ ,

PiJj{ "

Je suis chinois. Je suis né ell Chille. Maisje grandit au Canada. Il va sans dire qlle
j'ai des sentiments pour ce pays qui m'a reçu.
... N'importe où je suis, n'impone commentje parle, 'la Chine' est toujours 'mes
racines~

1am Chinese. 1was hon, in China, but 1grew up in Canada. Natllral/y, 1have
feelingsjor this COUlltry lOOt has received me.
...No moUer where 1am, no maUer how 1speak, 'China' remains synonymous with

'home'

(Dong Rong. studem at the Zhonguo schoal. quoted from the School Journal. September 1998)
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• Appendix B

Translation of the Zhonguo school time table

Montreal Zhonguo School Time Table
1998.9.5 - 1999.5.15 (Saturdays)

•

COURSE NAME & COURSE NUMBER

Chïnese Pinyin (BO1), prirnary Chînese 1 (YO 1)
Art level 2, 3 (221, 31); Art design basic (261)
Dancing (241)

Chïnese chess level one (XO 1)
Chïnese chess level two (X02)

Chînese special c1ass 1-3 (TOI-3); primary Chînese 2-6 (Y02-6)
Secondary mathematics c1ass 2, 3 (522, 523 )
Kindergarten Chinese a (KOla)
Drawing for children 1 (201)

Primary Chïnese 9 (Y09), secondary Chînese (Y23)
Primary mathematics l, 3, 4 (SOI-6); secondary mathematics 1 (521)
English 1·6 (E) 1-6)
Kindergarten Chinese b (KO 1b)
Drawing for ctùldren 2 (Z02).
Art levell (ZI1)

Adult Chïnese 1-3 (YAI-3)

Children's choir (X40)

TIME

9:45-11:35

Il :00-12:00
10:00-11:30

12:45-14:35

14:45-16:35

13:00-15:00

11:30-12:30

•

Attention: AlI courses and this time table can be changed when needed after the enrollment.

Contact Telephone: 767-OO33~ 989-7158
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Appendix F2

Translation of questionnaire to parents

Dear parents,

1am a student at McGill University, presently coUecting data for my research in second language
acquisition. My research focus on the relationship between 10ss and maintenance of the primary
language and academic performance.

1believe the results ofthis study may be ofbenefit to the children of the future.

It is my hope that this study may provide guidelines for us as parents and contribute to the
education ofour children.

Please help me fulfil this task by using ten minutes ofyour time to fill in the fol1owing
questionnaire, and by giving me permission ta use the infonnation gathered for my research
report.

1. From what city do you come?
Wlfe: Husband:

2. What language (regionaleetldialeet) do you speak at home?
Dialect:
Mandarin
English
French
Other

3. When you speak with your children, what language do you use?
Dialect:
Mandarin
English
French
Other

4. How old was your child on arrivai in Canada?
5. Wbat courses have your chiIdren chosen at the Zhonguo school'?
6. What grade are your children in?
7. What public school do your children attend?

English: French:
8. What are your children's grades at the Zhonguo school?
9. What are your children's grades at the public school?
10. How many languages do you speak?
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Il.

12.

13.

14.

Appendix F2

What language do your children use for communicating with each other?

Dialect:
Mandarin
English
French
Other
What language do your children use when communicating with other Zhonguo students?
Dialect:
~fandarin

English
French
Other
In your opiniol\ are your children likely to become fluent in French (English) more quickly
ifyou speak French (English) only at home?
Why do you send your children to the Zhonguo school?
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Appendix Gl

Translation of Zhonguo school rules

1. Do Dot play with the escalator; do not touch the emer&ency telephone in the haUway; do
not ron around; do Dot siam the doors.

2. During the breaks, DO one is to enter any classroom Dot rented hl the Zhonguo school
(there is a large canteen in the main lobby where students and parents can take a rest).
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Abstract

This study investigates the patterns of language use among a selected group of
Chinese students in a Chinese Heritage Language School in urban Montreal,
Quebec.
Participants observations (videotaping of 3 Chinese Language arts classes) and
interviews (audio tape! videotape interviews with 13 students, audio taped
interviews with 6 students, and the 5 teachers) are used as taols for the
inquïry. 1 also used informaI conversations with students and parents.
Language socialization theories provide the framework for data
interpretation. Classroom interactions are examined in terms of the patterns
of language use between teachers and students, students to teachers, and
students to students.

My interest in language shift, language maintenance and socialization
patterns in children's language use stems from my daughter's patterns of
language use at home and with her school friends. 1, like most Chinese
parents, hope that my daughter can be fluent and literate in Chînese and al
the same time fluent and literate also in other languages (Danish, English and
French). 1 like other parents drive my daughter to Chinese Saturday school
and wait for her in the schoollobby to complete her classes. Thus, knowing
the principal, the teachers and parents personally and being able to
communicate with them in Chinese, 1 had easy access obtaining permission
to videotape and collect data on Saturdays frOID February 1998 to October 1998
for this inquiry. 1 received permission from the Principal and the students to
use rea! names. However, in this thesis, aIl names mentioned are fictious.
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Research Ethics Committee of
The Faculty of Education

Statement of Ethics of Proposed Researclt
in the Faculty of Education

It is assumed that the responses to the questions below reflect the authors (or
authors') familiarity with the ethica1 guidelines for research with human
subjects that have been adopted by the Faculty of Education.

l.Informed Consent of Subjeds

Explain how you propose to seek informed consent from each of your subjects
(or should they be minors, from their parents or guardian). Informed consent
includes comprehension of the nature, procedures, purposes, risks, and
benefits of the research in which subjects are participating. Please append to
this statement a copy of the consent form that you intend to use.

Because this project is part of a larger research projeet, consent was obtained
oraUy built on extensive and progressive contact urith participants in the field.
That is, verbal approval was initially given by the principal of the
partidpating school and the classroom teachers. Next verbal consent was
obtained in inftmnal meetings with parents, the partidpating teachers and
the principal of the sehool. The project was explained, to aU participants
individually in Chinese . Ali participants were informed about their right to
withdraw [rom the project at any time . AIl parents consented that their child
could participate.

2. Subject Reauitment

2.1 Are the subjects a ucaptive population" (e.g., residents of a
rehabilitation centre, students in a dass, inmates in a penal establishment)?

Participants are the principal, the teachers and students in a Chinese heritage
language schaol The PToject was explained to the children by me and the
clasSToom teaehers. 1 told the childrm that they 1DD'e not being t'DtÙuafe sand
that 1 was in the class to understand how children use language to intmzct
with their fellow students and teachas.

2.2 Explain how institutional or social pressures will Rot he applied to
encourage participation.
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No pressure ta participatt was applied. Children volunteered to taik with the
researcher. Teachers volunteered to be videotaped and lume me 'Oisif their
classroam.

2.3 What is the nature of the inducement you intend to present to
prospective subjects to persuade them ta participate in your study?

No inducements for participants ta participate. Children were nat
withdrawn from the classo

2.4 How will you help prospective participants understand that they may
freely withdraw from the study at their own diseretion and for any reason?

AIl participants informed verbally in Chinese as appropriate that they were
free ta withdraw from the study at any time at their own discretion. ln this
schaol , paTents have a close professional relatwnship with the school the
principal and teachers. There were ample oppoTtunities throughald the
duration of the pTajed for paTents ta voice any concerns about their children's
participation in this project or my presence in the classTooms.

3. Subject Risk and WeU...being

What assurance can you provide this committee (as weU as the subjects) that
the risks, physical and! or psychological, that are inherent ta this study are
either minimal or fully justifiable given the benefits that these same subjects
can reasonably expert to receive?

There are no physical, health nor psychologicaI risks to participants. Children
were nof being tested or evaluated.

4. Deception of Subjects

4.1 Will the research design necessitate any deception to the subjects?

No deception of participants employed in the study design. The purpose and
commitments clearly stated in the verbal consents elicited at meetings with
parents, the feacher and the principal of the school. Parents were told fhat the
methodology would consist of videataping lessons, participant obseroations
of classroom interactions.

4.2 If 50, what assurance can you provide this committee that no
alternative methodology is adequate?

NIA




